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Obama vows climate push
U.S. president says developed, developing nations must both do their parts

Big Oil keeps cool to Russian welcome

U.S. President Barack Obama, left, shakes hands with U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon after addressing the U.N. on Tuesday.

The Afghan test
Obama can’t expect NATO
to follow where he is un-
willing to lead. Page 13

By Guy Chazan

Russia will this week put
out the welcome mat for Big
Oil, as Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin hosts a meet-
ing on developing the huge
natural-gas reserves of Ya-
mal, one of the energy
world’s last great prizes.
But it is unclear whether
any of the world’s leading
oil companies will be inter-
ested in the tough terms Rus-
sia is expected to demand.

The meeting is the latest
in a series of signals from
the Kremlin that Russia
might be softening its noto-
riously Draconian stance on
foreign investment in its oil
and gas. Moscow has long in-
sisted Yamal was off-limits
to the Western majors, and
that Russian giant OAO Gaz-
prom would develop the re-
gion’s resources on its own.

Buoyed by rising oil
prices, Moscow spent 10
years cementing its control
of Russia’s natural-re-
sources sector, squeezing
foreigners out and groom-
ing state-run giants like Gaz-

prom and OAO Rosneft as na-
tional champions.

But the mood changed
when oil prices slumped
late last year, Russia en-
tered its first recession in a
decade and funds dried up.

“There’s a realization that
they need the majors’ finan-
cial and technical capabili-
ties,” said one Western oil
executive.

The guest list at Thurs-
day’s meeting, in the far
northern Russian town of
Salekhard, reads like a roll
call of the super-majors. Se-
nior executives from Royal
Dutch Shell PLC, Total SA,
StatoilHydro ASA and E.ON
AG, among others, will be in
attendance, according to
the companies.

But industry officials say
the terms on offer for enter-
ing Yamal are expected to be
highly unattractive to the
majors. It is thought Gaz-
prom will retain full owner-
ship of the peninsula’s
fields and only allow foreign
companies in on technical
service contracts. That

Please turn to page 31

By Kaveri

Niththyananthan

LONDON—Britain’s com-
petition watchdog, the Office
of Fair Trading, said it im-
posedfinestotaling£129.5 mil-
lion ($210 million) against 103
construction companies it
found had colluded with rivals
on building contracts.

The fines stemmed from
an investigation into cover
pricing, a form of bid rigging
in which bidders agree in ad-
vance who will win a contract
and then submit inflated bids,
increasing the likelihood the
client will pay more for a
project than if they had made
blind bids.

The OFT probe started
with a complaint in the East
Midlands in 2004, but ex-
panded nationally as it be-
came clear how widespread
cover pricing was. The agency
said it found illegally rigged
bids on 199 tenders between
2000 and 2006 on projects in-
cluding schools, university
hospitals and private projects
valued at more than £200 mil-
lion.

The OFT said it also found
six instances in which success-
ful bidders had paid compen-
sation to an unsuccessful bid-
der of between £2,500 and
£60,000.

In Britain, price-fixing
fines can be as high as 10% of a
company’s world-wide reve-
nue. In this case, the compa-
nies were fined an average of

Please turn to page 31

British
builders
fined for
collusion
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Economy & Politics: Poll shows unease over Obama’s foreign policy
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By Henry J. Pulizzi

WASHINGTON—Presi-
dent Barack Obama acknowl-
edged the “doubts and diffi-
culties” clouding proposed
U.S. legislation to address
climate change, but he said
the U.S. is determined to
tackle global warming at a
year-end summit in Copen-
hagen.

“We understand the grav-
ity of the climate threat. We
are determined to act,” Mr.
Obama told a United Na-

tions meeting on climate
change in New York. “And
we will meet our responsibil-
ity to future generations.”

Tuesday’s meeting at the
U.N. General Assembly was
designed to build momen-
tum for the December talks
in Copenhagen. U.N. Secre-
tary General Ban Ki-moon
said negotiations were mov-
ing too slowly ahead of the
critical meeting, becoming
the latest international offi-
cial to raise concerns on the
progress of talks.

The gathering is set to es-
tablish a new agreement to
limit the heat-trapping
gases blamed for global
warming. The current agree-
ment, the Kyoto Protocol, ex-
pires in 2012.

“U.N. negotiations need
direct political support and
guidance,” Mr. Ban said.

Disagreements exist be-
tween developed countries,
such as the U.S., and rapidly
developing countries, such
as China and India, over
commitments to reduce

emissions of gases such as
carbon dioxide. The flow of
money from developed coun-
tries to developing coun-
tries to help cut emissions
remains an issue as well.

In remarks at the sum-
mit, China’s President Hu
Jintao said his country will
combat climate change in
the next decade by reducing
energy intensity even as the
country grows, while in-
creasing its reliance on nu-
clear and renewable sources
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Google can continue to let
advertisers use rival brands’
trademarks as search key-
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Is the stock market smok-
ing hot or just smoking
something?

The S&P 500 has risen al-
most 60% in a little over six
months. Since it fell by al-
most half in the half-year
prior to March’s low point,
you might think that is fair
enough: The sharper the fall,
the more significant the
bounce-back.

At a superficial level, that
is hard to argue with. Short
of swarms of locusts sweep-
ing the world, it is hard to
imagine corporate earnings
plunging as fast as they did
in the latter months of 2008.

Still, after the market’s
last cyclical trough, in 2002,
it took more than three years
for stocks to rise 60%. Stocks
are ultimately discounting
mechanisms. Judging what
expectations are at any given
moment is, granted, some-
thing of an art form. But
some indicators are warning
that, at about 1070 points,
the market has overreached.

The first, and simplest, is
the price/earnings multiple.

These come in various forms,
but many look expensive.
Trailing 12-month operating
earnings—which exclude one-
off charges—give a multiple
of 27 times. The multiple of
reported earnings is 142.

Looking ahead, consensus
estimates for operating earn-
ings result in a 2009 multiple
of 19.5 times and 15.1 times
for 2010—when analysts ex-
pect S&P 500 companies to
produce earnings of $70.

Meanwhile, David Rosen-
berg, economist at Gluskin

Sheff, reckons the S&P 500 is
actually discounting earnings
per share of $83 in 2010, us-
ing inflation adjusted
“Baa”-rated bond yields as a
proxy for the cost of equity.

The chart above showing
annual inflation-adjusted
earnings for the S&P 500
since 1960 shows the drastic
shift that took place after the
1980s. Average annual
growth roughly doubled from
1.8% between 1960 and 1990
to 3.5% in the period thereaf-
ter, 5.7% if you exclude

2008’s recession year.
The latter period included

unusually moderate inflation
resulting, in part, from IT-re-
lated productivity gains and,
for much of it, low, stable oil
prices. It also included, after
2001, the second leg-up in
America’s debt-to-gross do-
mestic-product ratio that be-
gan rising in the 1980s. Bank-
ing on earnings shooting
back toward their prereces-
sion growth trend, as a fig-
ure of $70 to $80 would im-
ply, seems ambitious in the
absence of those tailwinds.

The one big stimulant
keeping the market partying
comes courtesy of Uncle
Sam. But clear signs of a sus-
tainable private-sector re-
vival are few. Post “cash for
clunkers,” for example, vehi-
cle sales look set to have
slumped below an annualized
rate of nine million units in
September, according to Ed-
munds.com, a consumer auto
site. Cheap money and fiscal
handouts might feel like nar-
cotics but are ultimately med-
icine for a sick patient.
 —Liam Denning

More at WSJ.com/Heard

China’s bad-loan problem

India questions Afghan war
Political settlement
is now the best hope,
says foreign minister

One way to deal with a
nonperforming loan prob-
lem? Sweep it under the rug,
one decade at a time. Chi-
na’s Ministry of Finance on
Tuesday extended by 10
years the maturity of a
$36.2 billion bond due to
China Construction Bank.
The bond issued by China
Cinda Asset Management
in 1999 was due Monday.

The extension means
Beijing won’t have to bail out
Cinda, one of four asset man-
agers—known as AMCs—the
government created to take
bad loans off banks’ books in
the 1990s. And the bank
avoids a hole in its balance
sheet, even if it is tough to
see the bond being repaid.

In 1999, the AMCs bought
about $200 billion of bad
debts at face value, issuing
bonds to the banks as pay-
ment. The companies have
disposed of a large chunk of
the bad loans, but for an aver-
age of just less than 20 cents
on the dollar. That makes re-
paying the principal of the
bonds a serious challenge.

The prudent response for
China’s banks would be to

write down the value of most,
or all, of the principal. But
write-downs would leave big
balance-sheet holes.

Here, China’s finance min-
istry is playing an ambiguous
role. China Construction
Bank’s 2008 financial state-
ments reference a 2005 minis-
try notice saying it would
“provide support” for the
AMCs both in paying interest
on the bonds and repaying
the principal “if necessary.”
That implicit government sup-
port is one argument for not
writing the bonds down, even
though it isn’t an explicit
guarantee. Tuesday’s deci-
sion, moreover, shows Beijing
isn’t eager to repay on the
AMCs’ behalf right now. After
all, the $200 billion the fi-
nance ministry is “support-
ing” is equivalent to more
than a quarter of China’s cur-
rent fiscal-stimulus package.

Instead, the problem has
been deferred for another de-
cade—letting the govern-
ment off the hook and leav-
ing China Construction Bank
with $36.2 billion on the bal-
ance sheet it may never
receive. —Andrew Peaple

By Joe Lauria

NEW YORK—India, one of the
biggest investors in Afghanistan,
believes there is no military solu-
tion to the conflict in that country
and that NATO combat operations
should give way to a political set-
tlement with the Taliban, accord-
ing to Indian Foreign Minister
S.M. Krishna.

“India doesn’t believe that war
can solve any problem, and that ap-
plies to Afghanistan, also,” Mr.
Krishna said in an interview on the
sidelines of the U.N. General Assem-
bly in New York. “I think there
could be a political settlement. I
think we should strive toward
that.”

Mr. Krishna’s remarks come as
the Pentagon has told its top com-
manders in Afghanistan to delay
submitting a request for as many
as 40,000 more troops as the
Obama administration reassesses
its strategy to fight a revived Tali-
ban insurgency.

India has fought three wars
against Pakistan and one against
China since its independence in
1947. But Mr. Krishna, in the inter-
view, questioned the efficacy of
military action. “If there are inter-
nal differences within Afghanistan
I think the people of Afghanistan,
the leaders of Afghanistan, will
sort it out by themselves,” he said.

India is heavily invested in Af-
ghanistan, particularly infrastruc-

ture projects such as roads, hospi-
tals, schools and the new parlia-
ment building in Kabul. In all, In-
dian reconstruction aid totals $1.2
billion. Mr. Krishna said the invest-
ment was worth the risk despite
the continued conflict.

“Afghanistan as a nation has to
grow,” he said. “They have come
through a process of holding elec-
tions. Giving democracy a try, they
have succeeded.”

He played down the findings of
electoral fraud, noting the U.S. elec-
tion fracas in Florida in 2000, say-
ing, “It happens in every election,
[that results are] questioned.”Mr.
Krishna dismissed suggestions
that India’s growing involvement
in Afghanistan is intended to encir-
cle Pakistan, a fear prevalent in
some circles in Pakistan. “I think
that is a baseless allegation,” he
said.

But Mr. Krishna, a 77-year old
veteran of India’s ruling Congress
Party, charged that Pakistan’s dis-
ruptive role in the Taliban insur-
gency continued. He said that the
military situation in Afghanistan
was complicated by the continuing
aid for the Afghan Taliban pro-
vided by Pakistan’s Inter-Services
Intelligence agency. “They are a
tandem,” Mr. Krishna said. “They
are still together.”

Pakistan’s military has been
fighting the Taliban in Pakistan,
but Mr. Krishna claimed the gov-
ernment has been unable to break
ties between the spy agency and
the Taliban in Afghanistan.

Mr. Krishna also said India felt
“vindicated” after former Paki-
stani President Pervez Musharraf
said recently that some U.S. anti-

terrorism aid had been used to bol-
ster traditional defenses against
India.

“We have always been caution-
ing our friends, the United States,
that please, please for heaven’s
sake make sure that the aid you are
giving to Pakistan is not directed
and misappropriated to be used
against India, a friend of yours,”
the foreign minister said.

Terror on both the east and
western borders of Pakistan will be
atop the agenda when Mr. Krishna
meets Pakistan’s foreign secre-
tary, Shah Mehmood Qureshi, on
Saturday in New York. The terror-
ist attack that killed 166 people in
Mumbai last November will be In-
dia’s “focal point” of the talks, Mr.
Krishna said.

The head of the Lashkar-e-
Taiba militant group alleged to be
behind the attack, Hafiz Muham-
mad Saeed, was placed under vir-
tual house arrest Monday. He also
faces a police complaint for alleg-
edly soliciting funds for his
banned purported charity.

Mr. Krishna said India wants
more decisive action. “We want
Saeed to be tried for his Mumbai at-
tack,” he said. “They are trying to
camouflage the whole idea to suit
themselves. India cannot be lulled
into some kind of satisfaction that
they are proceeding against them.
We can see through the game.”

He suggested that if India were
attacked again it might not show
the same restraint against Paki-
stan.

“I hope there won’t be any at-
tacks, but if there is an attack on In-
dia, India is fully prepared to meet
[it],” he said.

 —Matthew Rosenberg in New
Delhi contributed to this article.

U.S. regulators to weigh
revision of merger rules

Stocks’ rise: too far, too fast?
Financial Analysis and Commentary

Source: Banc of America Securities Merrill Lynch
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By Brent Kendall

And John D. McKinnon

WASHINGTON—U.S. regulators
are considering updating 17-year-
old guidelines used to determine
whether proposed business merg-
ers are anticompetitive, a move
that could result in both simplified
and tougher standards for compa-
nies.

The review by the U.S. Justice
Department and the Federal Trade
Commission is expected to bring
the 1992 guidelines more in line
with how mergers are reviewed
now at the two agencies. Critics
say the complex, multilayered anal-
ysis required in the federal govern-
ment’s existing guidelines no
longer accurately reflects real-
world practice at the agencies,
which today focus more on the prac-
tical impact of a proposed merger.
That creates uncertainty for com-
panies considering mergers and ac-
quisitions, as well as for courts re-
viewing the agencies’ decisions.

“This is really about demystify-
ing the process so everyone under-
stands how we approach mergers,”
FTC Chairman Jon Leibowitz said
in an interview. “To the extent we
make changes, they will be more
evolutionary than dramatic.”

Antitrust officials suggested
that they would also examine the
guidelines to ensure that consum-
ers are being adequately protected
from companies seeking to accumu-
late excessive market power.

“It is an appropriate time for
the antitrust agencies to conduct a

review of the guidelines to deter-
mine whether any revisions should
be made to better protect Ameri-
can consumers and businesses
from anticompetitive mergers,”
Christine Varney, the DOJ’s chief
antitrust enforcer, said in a written
statement.

Consumer advocates and some
Democrats said the Bush adminis-
tration had de-emphasized anti-
trust enforcement, making it eas-
ier for market-dominating compa-
nies to merge. The Obama adminis-
tration is expected to be somewhat
tougher on mergers, in an effort to
protect consumers from unfair
price increases and other possible
harmful effects.

William Baer, an antitrust law-
yer at Washington’s Arnold & Por-
ter law firm, said that with the
guideline review, regulators ap-
peared to be headed toward put-
ting more emphasis on the practi-
cal impact of a merger on product
lines and consumer choice.

The review also could reduce
the significance of some strictly nu-
merical analyses, such as the Her-
findahl-Hirschman Index, which
measures a company’s market
power after a merger.

The Justice Department and the
FTC, which share U.S. regulatory
authority for antitrust matters,
said they would hold a series of
workshops to explore possible
changes to the merger guidelines.
The first workshop is slated to take
place in Washington on Dec. 3. Mr.
Leibowitz said the review process
was expected to take six to 10
months.
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G-20 leaders to start talks on bank rule
Participants prepare for long debate on controversial question of capital requirements; aim for 2010 framework

WASHINGTON—U.S. and Euro-
pean leaders are at odds over how
much capital the world’s largest
banks should raise to cushion
against future losses, suggesting
that a decadelong fight over the
thorny issue could intensify in the
wake of the financial crisis.

Leaders from the Group of 20 in-
dustrial and developing nations will
discuss the issue later this week in
Pittsburgh, but fault lines have al-
ready erupted. Government offi-
cials won’t try to reach a definitive
agreement on capital requirements
at the summit, and will instead try
to breathe political momentum into
the talks so that a framework can be
agreed on by the end of 2010.

The amount of capital a bank
holds to protect against losses af-
fects how much money it can make
by investing and how susceptible it
is to collapse. The more money
banks hold in capital, the more they
can lend even when the economy
stumbles.

U.S. officials, led by Treasury Sec-
retary Timothy Geithner, have ar-
gued that setting up tough new capi-
tal requirements is central to ensur-
ing the long-term viability of the glo-
bal banking system and will make it
easier for governments to limit how
much leverage banks have.

“A principal lesson of the recent
crisis is that stronger, higher capital
requirements for banking firms are
absolutely essential,” the U.S. Trea-
sury said in a recent report. Mr.
Geithner has said he wants U.S. and
European leaders to agree on new
standards by the end of 2010.

Foreign leaders have mostly

agreed about the need for higher
capital requirements. But French
and German officials argue that the
U.S. is pushing policies that would
require foreign banks to raise much
more capital than U.S. institutions,
constraining their ability to issue
credit and possibly hampering eco-
nomic growth.

This is partly because U.S. banks,
such as Citigroup Inc., Bank of
America Corp., and J.P. Morgan
Chase & Co., were already required
to hold more capital and less lever-
age than their foreign competitors
before the crisis, so European banks
in many cases have a longer way to
go to catch up.

European leaders have coun-
tered that a primary reason U.S.
banks appear to be on better footing
is because the U.S. has recapitalized
domestic banks.

“All the banks in the world will
need to be more capitalized than
they were precrisis,” French Fi-
nance Minister Christine Lagarde
said in an interview last week. But
she added: “It would be the ultimate
irony if as a result of one particular
set of rules we favor one group [of
banks] that had to be massively re-
structured through public funding
to the detriment of others.”

The differing positions have al-
ready reignited a geopolitical fight
over the best way to supervise the
world’s largest banks, the subject of
frequently hostile negotiations be-
tween U.S. and foreign bank regula-
tors stretching back more than a de-
cade.

To try to bridge the gap, the Fi-
nancial Stability Board, an interna-
tional advisory committee of finan-
cial regulators created by the G-20,
has been working on its own propos-
als for how to strengthen banks’ cap-
ital bases. An update on the FSB’s

work will be presented at the sum-
mit, along with the group’s recom-
mendations on how to limit variable
pay packages and bonuses at the
world’s banks in order to discourage
excessive risk-taking.

Capital is essentially the money
banks have reserved to protect
against unexpected losses. The
more money a bank has as capital,
the more cushion it has to prevent
its failure. But banks don’t want to
hold too much capital because they
could be using the money to make
loans and generate revenue.

Determining the amount of capi-
tal banks should hold is a question
that has constantly pitted banks
against regulators and countries

against each other. One major con-
cern is that banks holding less capi-
tal might have a competitive advan-
tage.

“It’s enormously difficult,” said
John Hawke Jr., a former U.S. comp-
troller of the currency who negoti-
ated international capital rules for
six years. “Different countries have
their own agendas.”

The most recent international
deal on capital, known as Basel II af-
ter the Swiss city where many nego-
tiations were held, is now widely be-
lieved to need an overhaul to take
into account problems exposed by
the recent financial crisis—and to
put U.S. and European banks on
more equal footing.

The Basel II rules measure capi-
tal against assets that are weighted
according to how risky they are,
though the U.S. also has a capital
floor that it won’t let banks fall be-
low. U.S. and European regulators
have agreed to consider adopting a
capital floor globally; precisely
what this level is will likely be the
flashpoint in the debate over the
next year.

European bankers say that insti-
tuting the U.S.-style leverage ratio
in Europe isn’t fair because of differ-
ences between U.S. and European ac-
counting standards. For example,
some banks’ balance sheets appear
up to twice the size under European
accounting rules that they would un-
der U.S. rules.

“It’s like saying that the tempera-
ture is 22 degrees without specify-
ing whether it’s Celsius or Fahren-
heit,” BNP Paribas Chief Executive
Baudouin Prot told the French Sen-
ate this month.

There is also a difference in the
structural makeup of many Euro-
pean and U.S. banks. Many banks in
Europe are more heavily retail-ori-
ented and embedded into local econ-
omies. Many are cooperatives or are
owned by municipalities that can’t
raise new funds in the same way in-
stitutional shareholders can in the
U.S. or U.K.

Among the compromise propos-
als being studied by the FSB is one
that says banks should report their
leverage ratios to banking supervi-
sors as an additional, nonbinding in-
dicator alongside binding require-
ments that measure capital as a pro-
portion of risk-weighted assets, ac-
cording to two European officials fa-
miliar with the matter.

Under the FSB’s proposal, lever-
age ratios would become binding
over time. The German and French
governments would support this
idea, but say it would require conver-
gence of U.S. and European account-
ing standards, these officials said.

Another part of a possible com-
promise between the U.S. and Eu-
rope would be to have a global agree-
ment for higher capital require-
ments for banks that are big or par-
ticularly interlinked with other fi-
nancial institutions and whose fail-
ure would therefore pose a greater
risk to the entire financial system,
the European officials said.

U.S. officials hope to avoid a re-
peat of the painful negotiations that
led to Basel II. U.S. and foreign digni-
taries constantly struggled to reach a
consensus, with German officials at
one point threatening to walk out be-
cause of the way other countries
wanted to require high capital
against exposure to commercial real
estate. Complicating matters, U.S.
regulators didn’t present a unified
stance to their European counter-
parts during Basel II talks.

In the past year, regulators have
discovered multiple problems with
Basel II, such as its reliance on assess-
ments done by credit-rating agen-
cies, its allowance of banks to use in-
ternal models to determine risk, and
grossly undervalued the risk associ-
ated with mortgages, mortgage-
backed securities, and exotic finan-
cial products. They have already be-
gun making changes, but the bank-
ing industry is expected to lobby ag-
gressively to influence the debate.
 —Stephen Fidler

contributed to this article.

French and German officials argue the U.S.
proposals would require foreign banks to
raise much more capital than those in the
U.S., possibly hampering economic growth.
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Builders fined for collusion

Obama vows climate-change push Japan’s premier seeks
closer ties with China

Big Oil is cool to Russian embrace

£1.26 million, representing roughly
1.1% of their annual revenue.

The OFT said 86 of the 103 firms
it found guilty of price fixing re-
ceived lower penalties because they
admitted their involvement. It said
it won’t pursue nine companies it
named in its statement of objections
due to insufficient evidence.

The companies fined and the pen-
alties assessed against them in-
cluded Kier Group PLC, £17.9 mil-
lion; Interserve PLC, £11.6 million;
Galliford Try PLC, £8.3 million; and
Balfour Beatty PLC’s Mansell unit,
£5.2 million.

Kier Group said in a statement
the investigation found it breached
laws on three tenders between 2001
and 2005.

“At no point has the OFT alleged
or found that Kier paid or received
any compensation payments,” it
said. Kier added it was assessing
OFT’s decision and “is considering
its position.”

Interserve said a subsidiary was
deemed to have been involved in
two instances of price covering in
2000, but “it neither gave nor re-
ceived any compensation payment
of any kind.” Interserve said it coop-
erated with the OFT during the in-
vestigation and had reinforced its
compliance and controls.

Galliford Try cited three inci-
dences of cover pricing that took
place over the past five to eight
years, but it added that the price
paid by the client wasn’t found to
have increased. It said it didn’t finan-
cially gain or receive compensation
payments from the cover pricing
and added those businesses in-
volved have since closed down or
been restructured. The company
said it will consider whether there
were grounds for an appeal.

Balfour Beatty said the breaches
by its Mansell unit took place before
it acquired the company. It said it
has developed a training program so
all key employees were aware of the
law and didn’t repeat offenses.

Continued from first page
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*In which bidders agree in advance on who should win and submit inflated bids
Source: Office of Fair Trading

Name of tender

St. Andrew’s Retail Park, 
Birmingham

Digital Media Centre,
Barnsley

Housing Development, 
Mirfield

2 out of 6 bidders engaged 
in ‘cover pricing.’*

2 out of 3 bidders engaged 
in cover pricing; 3 other 
invited bidders 
didn’t tender.

Date

Aug. 
11, 2000

Feb.
21, 2006

Winning 
bid amount Summary

£8.55
million

Dec. 
8, 2004

All 3 bidders engaged in 
cover pricing; 3 other 
invited bidders 
didn’t tender.

6.98

7.99

Rigged bids
A selection of projects where builders allegedly colluded.

of power.
Mr. Hu said China would cut car-

bon emissions, as measured per
unit of gross domestic product, by
a “notable margin” by 2020 but
didn’t provide figures. The rapidly
growing nation also plans to get
15% of its power from renewable
sources by 2020, while increasing
forestry efforts.

Japan’s new prime minister,
Yukio Hatoyama, said his nation
aims to make a 25% cut in green-
house-gas emissions from 1990
levels by 2020, the Associated
Press reported.

Mr. Hatoyama said Japan is
also ready to contribute money
and technical help for poorer coun-
tries to cut emissions. He called
for a “fair and effective interna-
tional framework” that allows all
countries to make cuts, AP said.

In his remarks, Mr. Obama
sought to inject urgency into the
negotiations, saying living stan-
dards and the health of the planet
are at stake.

“The threat from climate
change is serious, it is urgent, and
it is growing,” he said. “Our genera-
tion’s response to this challenge
will be judged by history, for if we
fail to meet it—boldly, swiftly, and
together—we risk consigning fu-
ture generations to an irreversible
catastrophe.”

As some U.S. allies express skep-
ticism over Congress’s will to act,
Mr. Obama touted steps taken so
far during his administration to
cut carbon emissions and promote
clean energy. He said more has
been done in the last eight months
than at any other time in history.
But he acknowledged hurdles, par-
ticularly as countries focus on re-
storing economic growth.

“We seek sweeping but neces-
sary change in the midst of a glo-
bal recession, where every na-
tion’s most immediate priority is
reviving their economy and put-
ting their people back to work,”
Mr. Obama said. “And so all of us
will face doubts and difficulties in
our own capitals as we try to reach
a lasting solution to the climate
challenge.”

Climate also will be on the
agenda when Group of 20 leaders
meet in Pittsburgh at the end of
the week. Mr. Obama said he
would use that summit to seek to
phase out subsidies for fossil fu-
els, which produce carbon dioxide.
In addition, the G-20 meetings are
expected to focus on how to fi-
nance the response to climate
change. Agreements on funding
flows from developed countries to
developing nations are vital for a
larger global climate-change
agreement.

Mr. Obama said that the
world’s richest countries have a re-
sponsibility to provide financial
and technical assistance to help
emerging countries adapt to the
impact of climate change. At the
same time, he said developing na-
tions responsible for most of the
projected growth in global carbon
emissions “must do their part.”

“Some of these nations have al-
ready made great strides with the
development and deployment of
clean energy,” Mr. Obama said.
“Still, they will need to commit to
strong measures at home and
agree to stand behind those com-
mitments just as the developed na-
tions must stand behind their
own. We cannot meet this chal-
lenge unless all the largest emit-
ters of greenhouse-gas pollution
act together. There is no other
way.”
 —Mark Peters

contributed to this article.
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would echo the terms offered to To-
tal and StatoilHydro in Shtokman,
another Russian gas field in the
Barents Sea.

“If it’s like Shtokman, then
some of the big U.S. guys are likely
to say ‘no thanks,’” said a Western
industry executive.

Others, however, say the meet-
ing reflects a subtle shift in Rus-
sian energy policy that could have
far-reaching consequences.

“The tone has changed,” said
Ed Verona, head of the U.S.-Russia
Business Council and a former Rus-
sia-based Exxon Mobil executive.
“There is clearly less of the stri-
dent nationalist rhetoric and a lot
more talk about cooperation—
which makes sense if you think
about what happened to the Rus-
sian economy over the last year.”

Some top officials recognize
that the country will struggle to de-
velop its oil and gas reserves with-
out Western help. Many untapped
fields are in remote areas such as
the Arctic, Eastern Siberia and the
Barents Sea, and Russian compa-
nies lack the experience and funds
to develop them.

Yuri Trutnev, Russia’s natural-
resources minister, last week pro-
posed easing laws restricting for-
eign participation in offshore en-
ergy projects and said Gazprom
and Rosneft, currently the only
companies that can bid on tenders
for offshore exploration licenses,
should form consortia with for-

eign companies to work on Rus-
sia’s continental shelf. Neither
Gazprom nor Rosneft has much ex-
perience producing oil or gas off-
shore.

Also last week, Arkady Dvorkov-
ich, economic adviser to president
Dmitry Medvedev, said laws intro-
duced last year to restrict foreign-
ers’ access to oil and gas fields con-
sidered strategic have proved too
tough and may be modified. One
law requires foreign firms to seek
permission from a government
committee before they can ac-
quire more than 10% of the equity
in a firm exploring a field consid-
ered strategic.

Yamal—which means “End of
the World” in the local Nenets lan-
guage—is central to the debate on
the future of energy policy. The
peninsula, in the remote far north
of Russia, is thought to contain at
least 12 trillion cubic meters of nat-
ural gas—enough to satisfy Eu-
rope’s needs for 25 years. Gaz-
prom, whose mature Soviet-era
fields are in decline, sees Yamal as
a priority.

Yet the challenges are enor-

mous, even for a company such as
Gazprom used to tough climatic
conditions. Yamal is a region of
sand and permafrost: the absence
of rocky soil makes any heavy con-
struction difficult.

Development of the region’s
gas will cost $100 billion, and if
gas prices stay at their current low
levels, it could be uneconomic.

Last June, Gazprom said it may
push back the startup of Yamal’s
largest field, Bovanenkovo, by a
year to 2012, as the global reces-
sion demolished demand for its
gas in Russia and Europe.

The situation around Yamal
mirrors developments at Shtok-
man, in the Barents Sea. Gazprom
initially said it would develop Sh-
tokman on its own, and later
changed its mind, tapping Total
and StatoilHydro as partners. Yet
many in the industry consider the
terms highly unappealing: The Sh-
tokman consortium won’t own the
gas in the field and will have to sell
all it produces there to Gazprom.

Some observers say Russia’s
new apparent openness toward
Western companies should be
taken with a pinch of salt. “It al-
ways depends on the price of oil,”
said Mikhail Korchemkin, head of
East European Gas Analysis. “If
the Russian government believes
the price is not high enough, they
invite foreign partners. If the
price goes up again, they dump
them.”
 —Gregory L. White

contributed to this article.
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Carbon-dioxide emissions | In billions of tons*

* From fuel use and cement production 
   Source: Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency
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By Carlos Tejada

And Yuka Hayashi

New Japanese Prime Minister
Yukio Hatoyama pressed for closer
ties between his country and China
in his first meeting with Chinese
President Hu Jintao, a move aimed
at building up Japan’s regional rela-
tionships as it reconsiders portions
of its longtime alliance with the U.S.

In a closed-door meeting late
Monday in New York, Mr. Hatoyama
saidhe broachedwith Mr.Huthe sub-
ject of an East Asia commuity, a re-
gional alliance proposed by Japan’s
new ruling party and partly based on
the European Union, according to
the Japanese government. While
such an alliance would be far down
the road, the proposal points to the
new administration’s desire to
smoothoverhistoricallyprickly rela-
tions with China and improve its
standing with other neighbors.

Mr. Hatoyama also urged that
the two work out their differences
over the East China Sea. The two
sides lay claim to parts of the re-
source-rich area between the two
countries, leading to tensions over
who has the right to tap underwater
natural-gas fields. Mr. Hatoyama
said he would like to turn the East
China Sea into a “sea of fraternity”
rather than a “sea of contention,” ac-
cording to the Japanese govern-
ment account of the meeting.

Though no formal agreements
were reached between the two, China
reactedpositivelytotheentreaties.“I
wish and believe that during the ten-
ure of Prime Minister Hatoyama,
China-Japan relations will show a
new state of more active growth,” Mr.
Hu said, according to China’s state-
run Xinhua news agency.

Messrs. Hatoyama and Hu met in
New York ahead of a United Nations
session set to address climate
change, with both scheduled to
make addresses Tuesday. Both are
expected to meet with U.S. Presi-
dent Barack Obama this week.

ThetripmarksMr.Hatoyama’sma-
jor diplomatic debut after his Demo-
cratic Party of Japan won a landslide
election last month. Mr. Hatoyama
has captured attention for his party’s
calls to take a second look at some ele-
ments of its ties to the U.S. and for an
aggressive proposal to cut the na-
tion’s greenhouse-gas emissions.

Mr. Hatoyama’s goals on this trip
include soothing jitters on both
sides the Pacific about the future of
the Japanese-U.S. alliance. Specifi-
cally, Japan’s new government has
said it wants to reconsider plans to
move one U.S. base from one part of
theJapaneseisland of Okinawato an-
other. While the U.S. prefers that
plan, many locals want the base off
the island altogether.

Moscow’s terms for
Yamal are expected
to be unattractive
to the oil majors.
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French clear out ‘Jungle’
Police detain dozens
of illegal immigrants
living in forest camp

LEADING THE NEWS

Demonstrators protested their eviction Tuesday from their camp in Calais, France,
where hundreds of illegal immigrants waited for a chance to cross into the U.K.
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CALAIS, France—French police
cleared out, then bulldozed a forest
camp near the northern city of Cal-
ais known as “the Jungle,” and de-
tained hundreds of illegal immi-
grants who had lived there in hopes
of slipping across the English Chan-
nel into the U.K.

Britain’s generous social bene-
fits and relatively open job market
had made it attractive for those im-
migrants. Most of the camp’s inhab-
itants were from Afghanistan and
had picked up some English there.
The camp had swelled with those
looking to avoid expulsion from

France but unable to break through
the security surrounding the port of
Calais or the Channel tunnel that car-
ries Eurostar trains and other under-
sea traffic to Britain.

British Home Secretary Alan
Johnson said that authorities had
halted 28,000 attempts to cross the
English Channel illegally in the past
year alone. “I welcome the swift and
decisive steps that the French gov-
ernment has taken today to close the
Jungle in Calais—action which will
disrupt illegal immigration and peo-
ple-trafficking routes,” he said.

As many as 1,000 people at a time
lived in the camp. That number dwin-
dled as it became clearer police
would act this week. A total of 278
people, nearly half of them minors,
were detained in the first part of the
operation, said Pierre de Bousquet
de Florian, the top official for the
Pas-de-Calais region.

French Immigration Minister
Eric Besson called the site a “base
camp for human traffickers” who
promise the migrants passage for
enormous fees or dump them there
after bringing them across Europe.
“This operation is not targeting the
migrants themselves, it is targeting
the logistics of the human traffick-
ers ... who exploit them,” he said.

Refugees in jeans and sweatshirts,
many apparently in their teens, car-
ried knapsacks and blankets as they
were led away in single lines by po-
lice. Activists yelled at police with
bullhorns. Some formed a human
chain around the refugees and briefly
scuffled with police as they took the
men and boys one by one.

Bulldozers and backhoes were
later brought in to raze the maze of
makeshift tents built from sticks
and sheets of plastic amid the sand
and brush.

By Nathalie Boschat

And Gabriele Parussini

PARIS—The Group of 20 indus-
trial and developing countries share
an agenda but are split according to
how they order their priorities,
French Finance Minister Christine
Lagarde said.

As examples, she pointed to the
way emerging-market countries are
less concerned than developed coun-
tries about financial-regulation is-
sues and are focusing instead on re-
form of the International Monetary
Fund, and how the U.K. is more con-
cerned about increasing growth than
reform of global financial oversight.

She also said at that the world’s
largest financial hubs, the City of Lon-
don and Wall Street, are resisting
tighter financial regulation and over-
sight as buoyant stock markets fuel a
stronger performance by global
banks’ investment-banking divisions.

Ms. Lagarde said the G-20 sum-
mit in Pittsuburgh will go further on
tax havens than the previous sum-
mit in London. One of the main
benchmarks to assess its success,
she said, will be whether leaders
agree on a March deadline to impose
sanctions on countries that don’t
comply with tax rules set by the Or-
ganization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development. A consensus
on the issue hasn’t been reached.

“It’s not a done deal,” Ms. Lagarde
said. “First, all G-20 countries have
to identify which activities are being
carried out in or with tax havens. ...
Then it will be down to each of us to
apply fiscal sanctions,” she said.

The French finance minister
added the G-20 gathering is likely to
emphasize the need for banks to have
bigger capital cushions to weather
possible future crises. France is ada-
mant that European Basel II rules on
capital adequacy should prevail over
those advocated by the U.S.

Basel II rules, which seek to better
align capital requirements on banks’
risks, are currently applied only in Eu-
rope. The U.S. has pledged to imple-
ment the rules but so far has failed to
come up with a firm timetable and is
pushing for a leverage ratio, fixing
the amount of assets they can have
on their books in relation to their eq-
uity.

Lagarde outlines
splits amid G-20
ahead of meeting
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Getting well: In many cases, patience is the best medicine

After brush with death, a real-estate rebound
Deals on debt help
Land Securities and
Minerva stabilize

By Melinda Beck

What cures colds, flu, sore
throats, sore muscles, headaches,
stomach aches, diarrhea, menstrual
cramps, hangovers, back pain, jaw
pain, tennis elbow, blisters, acne
and colic, costs nothing, has no
weird side effects and doesn’t re-
quire a prescription?

Plain old-fashioned time. But it’s
often the hardest medicine for pa-

tients to take.
“Most people’s

bodies and immune
systems are won-
derful in terms of

handling things—if people can be pa-
tient,” says Ted Epperly, a family
physician in Boise, Idaho, and presi-
dent of the American Academy of
Family Physicians.

“I have a mantra: You can do
more for yourself than I can do for
you,” says Raymond Scalettar, a
Washington, D.C., rheumatologist
and former chairman of the Ameri-
can Medical Association. But, he
says, “some patients are very medi-
cine-oriented, and when you tell
them they aren’t good candidates
for a drug they’ve heard about on
TV, they don’t come back.”

In the U.S. alone, an estimated
one-third to one-half of the $2.2 tril-
lion Americans spend annually on
health care is spent on unnecessary
tests, treatments and doctor visits.
Much of that merely buys time for
the body to heal itself.

And while temporary relief from
symptoms is nothing to sneeze at, it
adds up to a considerable amount of
spending: $5.4 billion annually on
cough and cold remedies, $2.7 bil-

lion on headache remedies and $411
million on chest rubs and other anal-
gesics, according to Nielsen Co.
Americans also spend an estimated
$1 billion on unnecessary antibiot-
ics that don’t even relieve the symp-
toms of viral infections, and contrib-
ute to antibiotic resistance. But
some patients are so insistent on
getting antibiotics that doctors
give in.

Even H1N1, or swine flu, for all
the uproar, almost always resolves
in a few days with no treatment. The
Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention is urging physicians to use
Tamiflu, an antiviral medication,
sparingly to prevent shortages and
avoid antiviral resistance. Only peo-
ple who are hospitalized or at high
risk for complications should get
Tamiflu, according to the CDC.

The list of “self limiting” mala-
dies—those that require no outside
treatment—rangefromminorannoy-
ances to what might appear to be
more serious musculoskeletal prob-
lems. “Muscle aches and pain, minor
traumas, sprains and strains typi-
cally do not need to be seen by a doc-
tor,” says Dr. Epperly, who recom-
mends his organization’s Web site,
www.FamilyDoctor.org, as a re-
source to look up symptoms and
health concerns. “Nausea, vomiting
and diarrhea are typically time-lim-
ited. People will start to see improve-
ment in two or three days—just
watch that you’re not throwing up
blood,” he says.If so,call your doctor.

Almost all viral infections resolve
on their own, unless you have a com-
promised immune system. As a rule
ofthumb, Dr.Epperlysays, infections
in the nose, throat, stomach and up-
per respiratory tract tend to be viral.
Infections elsewhere in the body are
likely to be caused by bacteria, and
thosecanget worsewithoutantibiot-
ics. About 80% of urinary-tract infec-
tions resolve on their own, for exam-
ple, but about 20% develop into more
serious kidney or blood infections.
And even if they don’t, the symptoms
can be very uncomfortable.

Of course, there are symptoms
that people should never ignore,
since they could signal a serious ill-
ness or a condition that could get
worse, not better, with time. Con-
tact your doctor immediately if you
experience any of the following:

n Crushing chest pains—the clas-
sic signs of a possible heart attack.

n Sudden numbness or weakness
on one side of the body, confusion,
trouble speaking or severe headache—

which could indicate a stroke.
n Sudden, severe headaches.
n Any major injury, especially in-

volving loss of consciousness.
n Coughing up, throwing up or

excreting blood.

n Suicidal or homicidal urges.
n Flashing lights in your vision—

which could be a detached retina.
n Inability to breathe—which

could be a severe allergic reaction.
n Recurrent tooth pain.
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By William Boston

SPECIAL TO THE WSJ
Only a few months ago, many of

Europe’s listed property companies
seemed headed for a train wreck.
But now there is almost daily news
to confirm that the industry is re-
turning to health.

Nowhere is the change in the eco-
nomic climate clearer than in the
U.K., where property values have
plummeted more than 40% since the
peak. The market there is now show-
ing tender shoots of growth.

The latest signs of a turnaround
in the U.K. came on Tuesday, when
Minerva PLC, a U.K. development
company, revealed it had restruc-
tured £812 million ($1.32 billion) of
debt, and Land Securities Group,
the largest U.K. real-estate invest-
ment trust by market capitalization,
said it had paid back £1.5 billion of
debt ahead of schedule.

In February, it was a much differ-
ent story. Minerva warned that the
slide in property valuations had put
its loan-to-value and debt cove-
nants under such duress that the
company might be forced to go out
of business if there was no change in
the market soon. The company was
struggling with about £1 billion in
debt, much of that linked to the fi-

nancing of two major construction
projects in London’s City financial
district, the office towers St.
Botolphs and Walbrook.

But now Minerva has worked out
a deal with its lenders to extend the
loan and reduce it by £54 million
through partial repayment. The
banks also agreed to make the terms
of the loans more flexible, and Min-
erva provided additional security
and agreed to pay higher fees. The
restructuring is another indication
of how banks are trying to help keep
property investors afloat and avoid
major insolvencies.

Nearly a third of Minerva’s debt
was set to mature by the end of
2010, but the deal to reschedule puts
off any maturities until after June
2011 and allows the company to con-
tinue work on its main City develop-
ments. Minerva’s investment-prop-
erty portfolio was valued at
£520.6 million at the end of Decem-
ber, down 26.5% from June 2008.

The St. Botolphs and Walbrook
developments account for more
than half of Minerva’s debt. Its other
facilities cover projects ranging
from high-end housing develop-
ments in London’s upscale Lancaster
Gate and Kensington districts, to ren-
ovation of a brewery in Wandsworth
outside London, to sites in London,
Glasgow and Croydon, England. Min-
erva’s main lenders include Deut-
sche Postbank AG, Nationwide
Building Society, HSH Nordbank
AG, Landesbank Berlin Holding AG
and Lloyds Banking Group PLC.

With Minerva’s imminent de-
mise rumored for months, news of
its rescue was more than welcome.
The company’s shares shot up about
22% in London trading on Tuesday
to close at 40.75 pence.

“Financial distress for listed prop-
erty companies is generally over, and
when it is not, the banks have been
very helpful in many cases, such as
with Minerva,” said Harm Meijer,
head of European property research
at J.P. Morgan Chase in London. “We
believe that commercial-property
values in the U.K. have turned the cor-
ner and expect a bounce of 10% from
June 2009 to June 2010.”

Another sign of recovery came
when Land Securities said it would
pay down £1.5 billion of debt ahead

of schedule and would repay other fa-
cilities by year end. Land Securities
was expected to pay off debt after it
raised £756 million in cash from
shareholders. That it did so earlier
than planned shows how quickly the
company has turned itself around
and that it could be positioned to
start buying distressed assets soon.
After repaying the debt, the compa-
ny’s loan-to-value ratio would be
59%, based on March valuations.

“Today’s decision strengthens our
hand in positioning the business in a
secure and strong state ready to take
advantage of future opportunities,”
said Chief Executive Francis Salway.

The announcement follows ef-
forts by Land Securities to raise
cash by selling assets. On Monday, it

announced the sale of a third of the
Bullring Shopping Center in Bir-
mingham, the U.K.’s first modern
shopping mall, to the Australian gov-
ernment’s sovereign-wealth fund,
the Future Fund, for £210 million.

Despite increasing signs of recov-
ery in U.K. property markets, compa-
nies like Minerva aren’t completely
out of the woods. There is a looming
wall of European debt maturities
coming due over the next few years
that could make it harder for banks to
reschedule, forcing borrowers into
default. There is about Œ138.4 billion
($203.1 billion) in commercial mort-
gage-backed securities outstanding,
according to estimates by Standard &
Poor’s, and the bulk of that debt
comes due from 2011 to 2013.

The property economy could get
worse before it gets better. Office
rents are still falling, and as the com-
panies remain under pressure from
the recession’s impact, downsizing
could accelerate, leaving less demand
for office space. Rising unemploy-
ment could hit consumer spending,
which would hurt retail properties.

Minerva still faces its own chal-
lenges. The company is valued at
about £61 million compared with its
£1 billion of debt. It has leased just
15% of the 560,000 square feet of
space at its St. Botolphs tower,
which is due to be completed by
mid-2010. It has yet to lease space at
its Walbrook building, a massive
445,000-square-foot office tower
overlooking the Bank of England set
for completion in December.

THE PROPERTY REPORT
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Senor Housing
Project Available

800 +/- units
Northern California

Dick Lippert
FAX (916) 361-1563

GOZONE TAX DEDUCTION
196-unit apartment, stabilized

Cash flow positive
$18,000,000 purchase price

Near Biloxi, MS
Principals only

Steve Mentesana 214-259-7011

FloridaWest Coast
74 Unit town home site

Overlooks 27 hole golf course
Good economy value - $2,000,000
Present ask price - $950,000 U.S.

Owner finance possible
Partner? Exchange?

Details: pml2420@yahoo.com

BUSINESS REAL ESTATE
UNITED STATES
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Professionals

Conduct Business

Call: 44-20-7842-9600

or 49-69-971-4280
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President Barack Obama speaks before the start of his first trilateral meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu, left, and Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas in New York on Tuesday.

IMF is likely scorekeeper of policy shifts by G-20 nations

Obama meets with Middle East leaders
U.S. president asks Netanyahu, Abbas to drop conditions for negotiations, ‘move forward’ on peace talks for region

By Jonathan Weisman

U.S. President Barack Obama
asked his Middle East envoy to
meet with Palestinian negotiators
this week in New York and next
week in Washington, aiming to nail
down a date for the formal resump-
tion of Middle East peace talks, a
senior administration official said.

The president concluded sepa-
rate meetings with Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas, then met together for the
first time. The official described
the meetings as “businesslike” and
“not unfriendly,” reflecting the per-
sonal strain between all three lead-
ers.

“Simply put, it is past time to
talk about starting negotiations,”
Mr. Obama said at the start of the
meeting, according to the Associ-
ated Press. “It is time to move for-
ward.”

Mr. Obama pressed the leaders
to drop conditions and get talks
started. Mr. Netanyahu continues
to demand more progress by Mr.
Abbas to stop incitements to vio-
lence among the Palestinians. Mr.
Abbas continues to press Mr. Net-
anyahu for a firm halt of settle-
ment activities on the West Bank
before resuming talks.

“Neither side can hold out for
the perfect formula before talks
start,” the senior administration

official said.
The president made the case

that he has a window to engage in
peace talks. “The president has
shown a commitment but has a lot

of other things on his plate,” the of-
ficial warned. “There is not neces-
sarily always going to be this level
of intensity.”

He said conditions are good for

progress. Iran, Hamas and Hezbol-
lah “are on their heels.” The econ-
omy on the West Bank is improv-
ing, shoring up Mr. Abbas’s stand-
ing. And Mr. Netanyahu’s strong

political position in Israel should
enable him to bring Israelis along
on concessions.

The discussions in all three
meetings were focused on the
terms of negotiations, not specific
concessions such as Israeli settle-
ment activity. By mid-October, the
president wants Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton to brief him on the
status of the intensive push, in
hopes that the administration can
at least wrest a date certain for
talks from the negotiating teams
of both sides.

The meeting unfolded on the
sidelines of U.N. General Assembly
meetings in New York, where Mr.
Obama engaged in personal diplo-
macy and addressed a high-level
climate summit convened by U.N.
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon.

The Israeli-Palestinian sitdown
wasn’t announced until Saturday
and comes with the two sides still
far apart on what it would take to
resume peace talks that broke off
in 2008.

U.S. envoy George Mitchell
failed last week to bridge the gap
between the two sides on the issue
of Jewish settlements in Palestin-
ian territory, putting the long-
hoped-for three-way meeting in
doubt.
 —The Associated Press

contributed to this article.

Saudi oil czar dims outlook, has no plans to raise output soon

LEADING THE NEWS

By Bob Davis

WASHINGTON—The Interna-
tional Monetary Fund was the sur-
prise winner at the last summit of
the Group of 20 leaders, which
agreed to quadruple the organiza-
tion’s resources to $1 trillion. This
time it may earn a nod as best sup-
porting actor.

The G-20 has since turned to the
IMF to figure out how to withdraw
trillions of dollars in stimulus spend-
ing and to identify the warning signs
of new crises. At this week’s Pitts-
burgh summit, the G-20 is likely to
give the IMF an additional job: Moni-
toring whether nations are changing
their economic policies to promote
long-term growth.

The fund appears to be the best
candidate for the job, with a large

staff of economists and 186 member
nations at a time when no single
country has the power or authority
to run the global response to the fi-
nancial crisis, as the U.S. did after
the Asian financial meltdown a de-
cade ago.

“The IMF is the only game in
town,” says Fred Bergsten, director
of the Peterson Institute for Interna-
tional Economics, a Washington
think tank.

But many of the fund’s members
haven’t forgiven it for the way it
forced countries to cut tariffs, open
borders and privatize in order to
qualify for rescue loans.

The IMF has since eased the re-
quirements for loans, coming
through with tens of billions of dol-
lars for Eastern and Central Europe
and convincing Mexico, Colombia

and Poland to take out large insur-
ance loans in case they run into trou-
ble.

In Pittsburgh, G-20 leaders are
likely to agree also to shift the own-
ership of the IMF so that developing
nations gain closer to a 50% stake,
say G-20 officials, rather than the
43% they have now. That is another
step aimed at gaining trust.

For the G-20 countries, the IMF
provides a convenient way to handle
delicate economic issues, like figur-
ing out an exit strategy from stimu-
lus measures. G-20 officials worry if
they discuss a strategy now, they
may spook markets that measures
will be withdrawn too quickly and un-
dermine the recovery, as Japan did in
the 1990s. But if they are silent about
an exit strategy, the G-20 runs the
risk of encouraging markets to think

they will stick with stimulus too long
and repeat the mistake of the 1970s:
letting inflation soar out of control.

Instead, participants say they
will announce their determination
to withdraw stimulus, but leave it to
the IMF to figure out specific bench-
marks. The fund suggests that coun-
tries rule out deadlines. Nations
should look at specific indicators of
financial health, such as the differ-
ence between interest rates on bank
loans guaranteed by the govern-
ment and those that aren’t, and the
volume of transactions between
banks, before starting to withdraw
stimulus, the IMF recommends.

At Pittsburgh, the U.S. is seeking
approval of its “Framework for Sus-
tainable and Balanced Growth,” a
proposal that would require G-20 na-
tions to make big changes in their

economic policies to promote long-
term growth. If implemented, the
framework would require the U.S. to
sharply cut its budget deficit, China
to rely less on exports, and Europe
to make structural changes to boost
business investment.

The U.S. wants the IMF simply to
analyze policies proposed by G-20
countries, said a White House offi-
cial, but not oversee the process.
Some European countries are resist-
ing even giving the IMF that power
out of concern of being singled out
for criticism.

The IMF won’t be the referee,
says Ted Truman, who recently
served a stint at the Obama Treasury.
“The G-20 needs someone to run a
reasonably honest scoreboard,” he
said. That is the kind of supporting
role the IMF can expect.

By Margaret Coker

JEDDAH, Saudi Arabia—Saudi
Arabia, OPEC’s top crude producer,
plans to keep oil output at current
levels of eight million barrels a day
in the “near future” and will con-
tinue spending on development of
its energy sector, the country’s oil
minister said.

Amid the global economic down-
turn and worry over falling crude de-
mand, the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries last year engi-
neered a massive reduction in output
from its 11 members. This month,
OPEC ministers met in Vienna and an-
nounced the group wouldn’t change
its output, the third time this year it
has kept production steady.

At the time, Saudi oil minister Ali
Naimi expressed guarded optimism
that global growth could be on the
mend. The move by OPEC to stay pat
was seen as evidence the group was
satisfied that it didn’t need to cut
output further to support prices.

But in an interview with The
Wall Street Journal on Tuesday,
Mr. Naimi said the kingdom
doesn’t plan to increase output any-
time soon either, because the glo-
bal economy hasn’t rebounded
enough yet.

“We want to see the green
shoots [in the global economy] con-
tinue to grow,” he said. As far as
Saudi production is concerned “we
expect that to remain constant in
the near future,” Mr. Naimi said. He

was in Jeddah for the opening of
the King Abdullah University for
Science and Technology.

In recent years, Saudi Arabia has
invested heavily in its oil-produc-
tion capacity, boosting it to some
12.5 million barrels a day, an in-
crease of about 14% after several
years of new field development. The
boost coincided with soaring oil
prices and worry over a supply
crunch as global oil demand contin-
ued to rise.

But when the global economic
downturn hit last year, prices fell
sharply. U.S. benchmark crude fell
from above $140 a barrel during
2008 to around $32 a barrel by the
end of the year.

Prices have rebounded again to

current levels around $70 a barrel,
thanks in part to OPEC’s willing-
ness to keep its spigot shut.

But resilient oil prices during
the worst of the economic down-
turn have raised a fresh worry: As
economic activity picks back up
again, the world may face another
supply crunch.

Mr. Naimi’s production commit-
ment Tuesday means the kingdom
will be keeping as much as 4.5 mil-
lion barrels a day of production
idle, a massive cushion of available
output. That could ease concerns.

Despite all that unused capac-
ity, Mr. Naimi also said the king-
dom was committed to investing
heavily in the oil sector. He reiter-
ated that Saudi Arabia was inter-

ested in diversifying its energy re-
sources into alternative industries
such as solar power, but that it was
committed to its traditional invest-
ment in fossil fuels.

“There is no letup in our invest-
ment in traditional energy sec-
tors,” Mr. Naimi said. Saudi has
most recently committed to spend-
ing $60 billion over the next five
years in oil-field infrastructure
and other energy-related infra-
structure.

“We are continuously investing
because we believe that it is the
right thing,” Mr. Naimi said. Many
analysts say much of this invest-
ment will go toward maintaining
output at existing fields and not to-
ward building new capacity.
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Jeremy Scott goes
yabba-dabba-doo
‘Flintstones’ characters

come to life as designer fuses

modern with Stone Age

HEARD ON THE RUNWAY
London’s fashion week

By Katherine Boehret

At long last, Microsoft has made a
portable media player that you can
be proud to carry around: the Zune
HD. This fourth-generation Zune
(Zune.net)isultrathinandhasastun-
ningly vivid 3.3-inch touch screen
that covers its entire surface, doing

away with the old
device’s touchpad.
It comes in one
small size rather
than the older large

and small versions, and has capaci-
ties of 16 and 32 gigabytes.

The Zune HD does a nice job of in-
tegrating and artistically displaying
content about an artist, song or al-
bum whenever possible. It has an ac-
ceptable built-in browser that surfs
the Web using a Wi-Fi connection,
and a customizable Quickplay menu
on the home screen that displays
your content with tiny, stylish tiles.
The corresponding Zune Market-
place finally offers videos—about
500 movies and 10,000 TV shows—
for renting or buying, some of which
have HD resolution. And a docking
station works with the device to dis-
play its HD content on your HDTV.

Given all the improvments of this
new Zune, It’s a shame that the Zune
makeover stopped short of revamp-
ing its commerce system, which is
still too confusing. Rather than invit-
ingnewcomerstothe Zuneand itson-

line store by allowing them to use
real money to buy content, it is still
tied to the points system made popu-
lar by Microsoft’s Xbox gaming con-
sole. In this gamer-friendly system,
the cost of one song is 79 points,
roughly the equivalent of a dollar,
and users must buy points in buckets
ranging from 400 for $5 to 5,000 for
$62.50. People who are trying to
watch their budgets don’t need the
hassle of calculating points per pur-
chase. And Amazon’s Kindle e-reader
and Apple’s iTunes Store have
proved that using dollars and an un-
complicatedone-clicksystemisasuc-
cessful strategy.

The way I prefer to get the most
out of the Zune system is by using
the Zune Pass for $15 monthly. This
charge allows free continuous
streaming of music from any comput-
er’s browser as long as you log in,
and includes 10 free MP3 downloads
a month that are yours to keep even
if you bail on using the Zune soft-
ware. The Zune Pass lets you listen to
Smart DJ playlists that can be built
in one of three ways: using your own
library; using a mix of Marketplace
content and music from your library;
or using only songs from the Market-
place. These also can be set to last
for a certain amount of time—say a
30-minute run or a two-hour party.

I created several Smart DJ playl-
ists including one using Dierks Bent-
ley as the seed artist from which

other suggestions were generated.
This country singer was a good test
for the Zune software because Mr.
Bentley’s music blends new and old
country sounds. I set the Smart DJ
to produce a mix using only content
from Marketplace and it returned a
great list that included songs from
newer group, Little Big Town, as
well as older stuff like Joe Diffie’s
“John Deere Green.”
Any Smart DJ list can be
dragged onto the Zune
HD to play there on the
go.

Apple’s iPod Touch is
Zune HD’s biggest com-
petitor and its iTunes
Store has much more
content in all categories
compared with Zune
Marketplace. But let’s
put music, movies, TV
shows,podcastsandmu-
sic videos aside and say
we’re satisfied with the
amount of content of-
fered by Zune Market-
place. One of the iPod
Touch’s best features is
its ability to access Ap-
ple’s App Store, a cata-
log of 75,000 applications. The Zune
HD only dips its pinky toe into a pool
where Apple is already swimming
laps: Only nine apps can be down-
loaded from the Zune Marketplace
(all are free). They’re colorful and

simple to use, but nine apps won’t be
enough to compete head on with the
iPod Touch.

It would be a real boon to Zune if
it somehow inherited the gaming
genes of Microsoft’s already-estab-
lished Xbox, especially considering
how Apple has heavily marketed the
iPod Touch as a portable gaming sys-
tem. Microsoft will only say that

later this year Zune
will offer apps for Twit-
ter and Facebook as
well as 3-D games . The
only same-capacity
model in both Zune HD
and iPod Touch is the
32-gigabyte.

The Zune HD is
smaller than the iPod
Touch so its touch
screenis3.3inchescom-
pared to the Touch’s
3.5-inch organic light-
emitting diode screen.
The Zune fits easily in
any pocket and is just
0.35-inch thick. A thin
horizontal button on
the face of the device
takes you to the home
screen, and a hidden

button on the left side pulls up an on-
screen menu for volume and play-
back controls—or just tap the screen
when content is playing.

Quickplay is one of my favorite
features on the Zune HD. It uses tiny

tiles to visually represent your con-
tent in four categories: currently
playing; anything pinned, or labeled
with a shortcut tile, to Quickplay; a
history of recently opened content;
and anything that’s new to the
player. This includes all of your pho-
tos, videos, music, Web pages and
apps. I easily pinned AllThingsD.
com, a Saturday Night Live video
and a favorite photo to the Quick-
play menu. Clever animation sends
this menu to the background of the
home screen or swiftly pulls it into
the foreground when needed.

Listening to music on the Zune
HD is a lot of fun—and even educa-
tional. Whenever the screen goes
idle while playing a song, large im-
ages of the artist and album cover
fill the entire screen while text—al-
bum name, artist name, song name—
scrolls across these images. With
one touch, I saw a list of other al-
bums and songs by that artist, an art-
ist biography, related artists, and
pictures of the artist.

The Zune HD is a great-looking
little player, and users will espe-
cially appreciate its Quickplay
menu, rich collection of artist infor-
mation and mesmerizing screen. If
its points system was scrapped and
its Zune Marketplace was filled with
more content, I’d like it better.

Edited by Walter S. Mossberg.
Email mossbergsolution@wsj.com
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Commerce system falls short in Microsoft’s Zune makeover

Paul Smith’s collection showed off
his colorful and cheerful eccentricity.
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The Zune HD comes
with a touch screen.

Jeremy Scott showed cave-like prints,
jagged hems, one-shouldered dresses
and bone pins that held outfits together.

Jeremy Scott, known for his
pop-culture-influenced designs,
fused one modern, Stone Age fam-
ily with bright ’80s neon colors to
create a spring collection that was
quirky and fun, if unwearable by
corporate women. But then, Mr.
Scott has never seemed too con-
cerned with that.

Like his preceding collections,
each with a theme such as “Mouse
Trap” and “Food Fight,” the Flint-
stones were brought to life on the
runway Tuesday. Fred, Wilma and
Pebbles all made appearances in
the form of cave-like prints, jagged
hems, one-shouldered dresses and
bone pins that held wrap dresses
and shirts together. There were
even leather jackets in cartoonish
animal prints and fuzzy mini-
dresses with spray-painted
stripes.

While this isn’t exactly office
friendly, we wonder if it isn’t high
time fashion had a little yabba-
dabba-doo. French brand Long-
champ apparently thinks so. The
luggage brand, which has collabo-
rated with Mr. Scott on limited edi-
tions of its classic “Le Pliage” bag,
will be selling a hot-pink Le Pliage
with a bone print.
 —Beth Schepens

Afro-Caribbean style
for Paul Smith’s line

When it comes to striking that
perfectly calibrated balance be-

tween quirk and refinement, no
one rivals Sir Paul Smith. Known
primarily for his men’s suits, the
Nottingham native consistently
harnesses what everyone loves
about the classic English dandy—
the colorful, cheerful eccentricity
of style that somehow never loses
touch with the sophistication of
Savile Row.

If Mr. Smith’s menswear is busi-
ness in the front, party in the back,
with suits that look boardroom ap-
propriate on the surface but hide el-
ements of the avant-garde under-
neath, his womenswear is just the
opposite. It’s party in the front—
right out there, for everyone to
see. That was very much the Congo-
inspired vibe of Sir Paul’s spring
2010 collection, which hit the Lon-
don catwalk Monday.

The sweltering ballroom in lux-
ury hotel Claridge’s felt for a mo-
ment like a Caribbean island, with
sweat pouring down the brow,
beautiful people swirling round
and summertime beats blasting on
the speakers. The mood fit the col-
lection, with designs destined for a
hot, summertime beach party.
Light, off-the-shoulder wrap mini-
dresses; fitted tweed and checked
blazers over pastel mini shorts;
breezy lampshade skirts hitting
just above the knee—all of these
looks communicated party prep
gone appropriately zany. The feel-
ing was Ralph Lauren come unbut-
toned; Lilly Pulitzer finally letting
her hair down and experimenting
with high-inducing primary col-
ors. That is, the designs were staid
yacht classics with a seriously Afro-
Caribbean, seriously Paul Smith in-
jection of spirit and creativity.

As always, Sir Paul’s designs
were marked by unconventional
and bright color combinations,
such as hot pink and red. The pat-
terns were provocative and pieced
together daringly, with paisley-
meets-animal-hide going up
against traditional pinstripes, as
well as numerous playful rework-
ings of the classic Paul Smith color
bars. You would gladly sip piña co-
ladas with any woman confident
and colorful enough to pull off

these looks, because ultimately the
designs succeed exactly where Sir
Paul does himself: They don’t take
themselves too seriously and
they’re always game for a little fun.
 —Paul Sonne

Christopher Bailey
gets a homecoming

Burberry Prorsum’s show Tues-
day night in London was a feted
homecoming—not just the ap-
plause at the end for Britain’s
golden-boy designer Christopher
Bailey, but the packed, standing-
room only venue and A-list celebri-
ties who lined the front row, includ-
ing Gwenyth Paltrow, Liv Tyler,
Emma Watson, Frida Pinto, an Ol-
sen twin hidden behind sun-
glasses, Victoria Beckham and the
one and only Anna Wintour.

The most British of British
brands returned to London fashion
week after spending the past eight
years in Milan

A collection of muted tones
oozed luxury from the fabrics to the
delightful twists of expert tailoring.

Rumpled fabric on dresses,
skirts and tops was tucked, pulled,
knotted and looped often in a criss-
cross pattern. Shoulders were
strong, with a rose-like swirl.

As he has done in previous sea-
sons, Mr. Bailey took Burberry’s
trench and built on it. One wonders
if he isn’t creating his own library
of iconic, modern updates of the
classic coat that first brought the
storied brand to fame.

And it wasn’t just the trench, but
fur coats and glittering silver jack-
ets that somehow retained their
softness despite the metallic look.
 —Beth Schepens and Paul Sonne

For updates and photos from Lon-
don’s fashion week, see WSJ.
com/Runway.
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Publishers, authors seek
delay to amend Google dealGoogle gets EU ruling

Court opinion says
firm hasn’t infringed
on trademark rights

By Jessica E. Vascellaro

And Jeffrey A. Trachtenberg

Four days after the U.S. Justice De-
partment objected to a settlement
over Google Inc.’s plan to offer digital
books over the Internet, the two plain-
tiffs have asked the court to delay a
key Oct. 7 hearing to give the parties
time to amend the agreement.

The request came in a filing Tues-
day with the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of New York on
behalf of the Association of American
Publishers and the Authors Guild. The
filing noted that the proposed settle-
ment has generated about 400 objec-
tions, briefs and related statements.

The Authors Guild and the Associ-
ation of American Publishers asked
the court to schedule a conference
Nov. 6, or at the court’s convenience,
to discuss any progress made during
negotiations.

Google said that it is considering
“the points raised by the Department
of Justice and others, and we look for-
ward to addressing them as the court
proceedings continue.”

The settlement seeks to resolve

separate lawsuits filed against Goo-
gle in 2005 that alleged copyright vi-
olation stemming from the Internet
giant's ambitious book-scanning
project. The parties settled in Octo-
ber 2008, agreeing to give Google li-
censes to sell and distribute digital
works in exchange for a share of the
revenue Google earned from the ser-
vices. But online retailer Amazon.
com Inc., other Google competitors,
several state attorneys general and
the Justice Department have raised
a number of concerns with the
court, which has authority over the
settlement.

The proposed settlement would
grant Google the rights to use digital
copies of the works it scans as part of
its digital book and search services. In
exchange, it would share revenue
with the books’ rights holders
through a registry that would oversee
the agreement.

Paul Aiken, executive director of
the Authors Guild, said in a state-
ment, “We’re revising the settlement,
and we expect the resulting docu-
ment to do an even better job of fulfill-
ing its promise.”

LEADING THE NEWS

By Mike Gordon

And Peppi Kiviniemi

LUXEMBOURG—Google Inc. can
continue to let advertisers use rival
brands’ trademarks as search key-
words but could be liable for their
wrongful use, according to a legal
opinion prepared for Europe’s high-
est court.

“Google has not infringed trade-
mark rights by allowing advertisers
to buy keywords corresponding to
registered trademarks,” said the
court’s advocate general Poiares Ma-
duro in an opinion released Tuesday
ahead of the European Court of Jus-
tice’s final ruling on the issue.

Google is before Europe’s high
court in connection with a French
case in which a number of compa-
nies, including LVMH Moët Hen-
nessy Louis Vuitton, complained
that the online search giant had in-

fringed their trademark rights by al-
lowing advertisers on the world’s
dominant search platform to use
company trademarks as keywords.
When a search is made on these key-
words, the results will include links
to rival products or to firms selling
counterfeit goods in the sponsored
links section. The advertising of
counterfeit goods is against Google’s
terms of service.

The French court hearing the
case, the Court of Cassation, is ask-
ing the Court of Justice to rule on
whether trademark owners can le-
gally prevent Google from selling the
right to use their trademarks as key-
words.

The European high court’s ad-
viser said that in most cases Google’s
use of trademarked keywords
doesn’t infringe the law, as Internet
users expect more information and
advertising to be returned as a result
of a search query than just the prod-
ucts of the firms that own the trade-
marks.

“This opinion, if followed by the
court, will be a major defeat for
brand owners and would mark vic-
tory in Europe for Google’s Adwords

business,” says Adrian Heath-Saun-
ders, a trademark partner at law
firm Wedlake Bell.

Google is currently in litigation
over its Adwords program—the plat-
form it uses to sell keywords—in
countries including England, France
and Germany.

“We believe that selecting a key-
word to trigger the display of an ad
does not amount to trademark in-
fringement, and that consumers ben-
efit from seeing more relevant infor-
mation rather than less,” said Har-
jinder Obhi, Google’s Senior Litiga-
tion Counsel, in an email.

However, the court adviser said
that the search engine should still be
considered liable for the wrongful
use of keywords, with the burden of
proof lying with the trademark own-
ers.

Common infringements include
using a trademark for selling coun-
terfeit goods, as well as trying to con-
fuse the consumer by using a trade-
mark that is very similar to a known
brand.
 —Christina Passariello

and Charles Forelle
contributed to this article.
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DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 20.60 $26.50 –0.37 –1.38%
Alcoa AA 35.50 14.26 0.32 2.30%
AmExpress AXP 10.80 33.97 0.21 0.62%
BankAm BAC 144.50 17.61 0.36 2.09%
Boeing BA 3.00 53.14 0.28 0.53%
Caterpillar CAT 10.00 54.34 1.88 3.58%
Chevron CVX 6.30 72.63 0.58 0.80%
CiscoSys CSCO 32.00 23.41 –0.22 –0.93%
CocaCola KO 8.40 52.85 –0.15 –0.28%
Disney DIS 8.10 28.38 0.38 1.36%
DuPont DD 6.20 33.70 –0.08 –0.24%
ExxonMobil XOM 12.30 69.83 0.26 0.37%
GenElec GE 88.50 17.01 0.25 1.49%
HewlettPk HPQ 12.90 47.01 0.66 1.42%
HomeDpt HD 13.50 27.62 –0.52 –1.85%
Intel INTC 34.80 19.53 –0.01 –0.05%
IBM IBM 4.30 121.61 0.04 0.03%
JPMorgChas JPM 37.20 46.47 1.92 4.31%
JohnsJohns JNJ 9.20 61.08 0.41 0.68%
KftFoods KFT 9.70 26.49 –0.26 –0.97%
McDonalds MCD 7.40 55.81 –0.33 –0.59%
Merck MRK 11.90 31.33 –0.49 –1.54%
Microsoft MSFT 50.50 25.77 0.47 1.86%
Pfizer PFE 52.10 16.80 0.16 0.96%
ProctGamb PG 10.10 57.24 0.14 0.25%
3M MMM 2.00 74.97 0.43 0.58%
TravelersCos TRV 4.00 47.59 –0.20 –0.42%
UnitedTech UTX 4.10 63.23 0.56 0.89%
Verizon VZ 14.70 29.51 0.02 0.07%
WalMart WMT 13.70 50.99 0.08 0.16%

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 16
LAST: 9829.87 s 51.01, or 0.52%

YEAR TO DATE: s 1,053.48, or 12.0%

OVER 52 WEEKS t 1,024.30, or 9.4%

 Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Tracking
credit
markets &
dealmakers

Follow the markets throughout
the day, with updated stock
quotes, news and commentary
at WSJ.com/Europe.
Also, receive email alerts that
summarize the day’s trading in
Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to
WSJ.com/Online Today

Behind Asia’s deals: Bank revenue rankings, Japan
Behind every IPO, bond offering, merger deal or syndicated loan is one or more investment banks. Here are
investment banks ranked by year-to-date revenues from recent deals.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE
Revenue, Market Equity Debt Mergers &
in millions share capital markets capital markets acquisitions Loans

Nomura $605 24.4% 64% 23% 12% …%

Daiwa Securities SMBC Co Ltd 432 17.4% 67% 25% 8% …%

Mizuho 368 14.8% 32% 48% 10% 10%

Mitsubishi UFJ Securities 239 9.7% 20% 60% 10% 10%

Goldman Sachs 121 4.9% 81% 15% 4% …%

Citi 106 4.3% 39% 38% 21% 2%

Morgan Stanley 99 4.0% 50% 36% 14% …%

JPMorgan 97 3.9% 72% 8% 20% …%

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 53 2.2% 63% 28% 9% …%

Source: Dealogic

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement... And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Grohe Hldg 1515 –32 –213 –330 Man Gp  194 8 –13 –18

ArcelorMittal Fin 248 –26 –42 –60 Xstrata  212 8 –1 1

Rallye 577 –25 –198 –383 Nielsen 618 9 –11 –29

Wendel 552 –21 –102 –141 Stena Aktiebolag 680 10 –44 –108

ProSiebenSat 1 Media 813 –11 –80 –161 Fresenius 209 11 –3 –23

EMI Group  791 –7 –60 –18 Seat Pagine Gialle 1684 12 –402 –316

Legrand France 225 –6 –9 –16 GKN Hldgs  273 13 4 –14

HeidelbergCement 440 –6 –50 –333 Infineon Tech Hldg  321 16 10 –12

Evonik Degussa  127 –6 –34 –16 TUI 989 22 –34 –384

Corus Group  708 –4 –48 –139 DSG Intl  745 28 53 95

Source: Markit Group

Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Tuesday’s best and worst…
Market value, Previous

in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

Daimler Germany Automobiles $53.7 34.20 3.45% –11.7% –13.4%

Credit Suisse Grp Switzerland Banks 66.6 57.60 2.95 7.7 –20.9

Rio Tinto U.K. General Mining 67.9 27.08 2.40 –18.5 34.7

Assicurazioni Gen Italy Full Line Insurance 37.3 17.90 2.23 –18.5 –31.7

Deutsche Bk Germany Banks 48.1 52.32 1.67 –2.8 –44.5

UniCredit Italy Banks $61.0 2.46 –3.53% –15.3 –55.7

Tesco U.K. Food Rtlrs & Whlslrs 50.1 3.89 –1.62 1.6 6.1

Unilever Netherlands Food Products 48.5 19.11 –1.49 –3.5 –2.2

GDF Suez France Multiutilities 103.1 30.87 –1.28 –11.4 0.1

HSBC Hldgs U.K. Banks 200.9 7.13 –1.15 –6.4 –14.4

...And the rest of Europe’s blue chips
Latest, Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

AXA S.A. 54.0 17.47 1.36% –22.4% –40.3%
France (Full Line Insurance)
Roche Hldg Part. Cert. 117.1 170.80 1.36 –3.2 –20.4
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
ABB 48.3 21.30 1.33 –5.4 36.0
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
Banco Bilbao Viz 67.6 12.20 1.24 8.4 –31.3
Spain (Banks)
ENI 101.3 17.09 1.18 –11.2 –25.5
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
BASF 50.0 36.80 1.07 7.0 16.7
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
ArcelorMittal 61.8 26.75 1.06 –34.6 3.1
Luxembourg (Iron & Steel)
Allianz SE 56.6 84.57 1.05 –15.6 –38.4
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Vodafone Grp 134.4 1.41 1.04 13.1 18.5
U.K. (Mobile Telecomms)
BHP Billiton 62.8 17.19 1.00 19.8 92.9
U.K. (General Mining)
France Telecom 72.4 18.48 0.96 –6.4 2.9
France (Fixed Line Telecomms)
Total S.A. 146.1 42.07 0.92 –4.8 –17.4
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Telefonica S.A. 131.7 18.92 0.77 10.1 41.7
Spain (Fixed Line Telecomms)
BP 189.9 5.61 0.74 14.2 –1.7
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Banco Santander 133.7 11.08 0.73 13.1 –4.0
Spain (Banks)
ING Groep 35.1 11.40 0.71 –38.1 –67.2
Netherlands (Life Insurance)
RWE 48.9 63.10 0.70 –5.1 –10.9
Germany (Multiutilities)
Novartis 130.1 50.40 0.70 –14.1 –30.4
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Royal Dutch Shell A 105.4 20.09 0.65 –7.1 –21.5
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Astrazeneca 67.0 28.16 0.59 11.0 –15.0
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)

Sanofi-Aventis S.A. 99.4 51.10 0.55% 12.2% –26.9%
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Anglo Amer 45.3 20.60 0.49 –3.6 –6.5
U.K. (General Mining)
Barclays 67.0 3.71 0.38 4.0 –42.6
U.K. (Banks)
SAP 62.6 34.50 0.31 –12.0 –10.7
Germany (Software)
Deutsche Telekom 60.2 9.33 0.27 –11.9 –25.0
Germany (Mobile Telecomms)
Intesa Sanpaolo 53.1 3.03 0.17 –20.4 –40.7
Italy (Banks)
Siemens 88.8 65.66 0.12 –3.6 –3.7
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 32.2 73.40 ... 11.4 –42.2
Sweden (Telecomms Equipment)
UBS 66.9 19.25 –0.10 0.5 –70.7
Switzerland (Banks)
Soc. Generale 47.2 52.74 –0.15 –15.5 –55.6
France (Banks)
Bayer 58.0 47.43 –0.19 –13.4 20.7
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
GlaxoSmithKline 112.9 12.07 –0.21 0.6 –15.7
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
BG Grp 64.8 11.07 –0.36 –3.9 73.4
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
British Amer Tob 65.1 19.63 –0.36 9.4 34.3
U.K. (Tobacco)
E.ON 84.9 28.69 –0.42 –17.2 –8.5
Germany (Multiutilities)
Diageo 44.2 9.78 –0.46 0.5 2.6
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
Iberdrola S.A. 52.5 6.76 –0.52 –5.1 –18.9
Spain (Conventional Electricity)
Nestle S.A. 157.0 44.06 –0.63 –7.5 0.9
Switzerland (Food Products)
Nokia 59.1 10.66 –0.65 –22.8 –30.8
Finland (Telecomms Equipment)
BNP Paribas S.A. 88.7 55.74 –0.66 –13.6 –33.9
France (Banks)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

WSJ.com

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage -0.14% 0.65% 1.9% 6.2% 0.4%
Event Driven 0.58% 2.00% 5.1% 11.4% -14.7%
Equity Market Neutral -0.42% -1.44% -0.8% -4.7% -8.9%
Equity Long/Short -0.05% 1.07% 3.3% 4.2% -9.1%

*Estimates as of 09/21/09, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can
see spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes
below are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average

Europe: 12/1 0.85 100.72% 0.01% 0.86 0.84 0.85

Eur. High Volatility: 12/1 1.56 97.37 0.01 1.58 1.56 1.57

Europe Crossover: 12/1 6.04 95.90 0.05 6.06 6.03 6.04

Asia ex-Japan IG: 12/1 1.18 99.16 0.01 1.18 1.18 1.18

 Note: Data as of September 21

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for 
corporate debt; 
based on Markit 
iTraxx indexes.   

In percentage points
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BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

Major players & benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, the
biggest and best known companies in Europe,
including the U.K.
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Yahoo unveils new marketing plan to lift global image

PC makers seek growth in rural China
Lenovo, H-P push new marketing tactics as they try to tap government rebate plan; desktops as wedding gifts

Carol Bartz, Yahoo CEO, outside the Nasdaq Marketsite after ringing the opening
bell on Monday. The company unveiled a new marketing campaign Tuesday.

By Loretta Chao

BEIJING—As demand for per-
sonal computers remains weak
across the globe, top manufacturers
like Lenovo Group Ltd. and Hewlett-
Packard Co. are zeroing in on one
largely untapped but growing mar-
ket: rural China.

The companies are aggressively
expanding their sales networks in
China’s countryside, where over
half of China’s population resides
and broadband access is increasing,
but where the average per capita an-
nual income is only $700, according
to government statistics.

They are aided in part by a $586
billion government subsidy pro-
gram designed to stimulate the na-
tion’s economy by encouraging
spending in rural areas. According
to the Ministry of Commerce,
414,000 PCs were sold by August un-
der the program, which gives rural
residents a 13% rebate when they
purchase select products.

The figure excludes purchases of
other nonsubsidized products by ru-
ral consumers during that period.
Though difficult to penetrate, Chi-
na’s countryside is “probably still
the world’s most promising market”
in terms of the number of people
“who’ve never owned a PC before,
who would like to own a PC and who
have that capability,” says David
Wolf, CEO of Wolf Group Asia, a
Beijing-based marketing strategy
firm.

Gong Xiangnan, a 24-year-old mi-
grant worker from Mengyin county
in Shandong province, says she used
the rural subsidy to recently buy her
first PC, a Lenovo desktop for 3,000
yuan ($439).

Ms. Gong says many residents in
her town took advantage of the sub-
sidy, buying motorcycles, televi-
sions and other home appliances.

“In our home, we already have refrig-
erator, TV, a washing machine,” she
says.

Analysts say smaller cities and
rural areas in China are tricky be-
cause incomes are still very low,
towns and villages are spread far
and wide in places where big elec-
tronics retailers rarely go, and users
aren’t as knowledgeable about PCs
or brands. As a result, PC vendors
are adopting some new marketing
tactics.

Lenovo, which is targeting rural
customers with lower-cost comput-
ers and 700 new retail stores, has be-
gun marketing computers as high-
status betrothal gifts, which by tra-
dition should appear as generous as
possible. The Beijing-based com-
pany is also using slogans such as,
“Buy a Lenovo PC, Be a Happy
Bride.”

“They like to give desktop PCs be-
cause the boxes are large,” says Li
Zhong, director of Lenovo’s con-
sumer business in the Beijing and
Hebei region. “They deliver the com-
puters to brides’ families on trucks,
which everyone can see. In these
cases the bigger the box, the better.”

The company also paints banners on
walls along small-city and rural
roadsides with slogans that suggest
PCs could provide upward mobility
to residents, like “Lenovo PCs are
the Golden Key to Becoming
Wealthy Through Information.”

The efforts appear to paying off.
According to the Ministry of Com-
merce, about 40% of PCs sold under
the rural subsidy program were
from Lenovo. H-P represented about
1% of such sales.

“Lenovo has strong local ties.
They do a lot of these kinds of promo-
tions,” Mr. Ye says.

“Many people in the countryside
get married in the fall,” says Mr. Li,
who says distributors are expecting
another surge in sales next month
because of upcoming weddings.

Globally, PC shipments have
dropped in recent quarters as spend-
ing by companies and consumers
have decreased. But in China—
where about 40 million PCs are sold
annually, making it the world’s sec-
ond-largest PC market after the
U.S.—sales have continued to grow,
albeit at slower rates than before.
Meanwhile, some regional PC dis-

tributors say growth rates in rural
areas have remained steady.

In Dongguang county in China’s
northern Hebei province, Ma Ze-
ngyan, the owner of two local com-
puter stores, says sales are rising as
many customers hear about the sub-
sidies through ads by Lenovo and
the government.

One of his stores, a full-service
Lenovo showroom with a conspicu-
ous orange exterior, has a corner
dedicated to some of the 30 prod-
ucts tailored for rural users for
2,500 yuan to 3,500 yuan apiece.

The PCs are built to accommo-
date any unpredictable variations in
power-supply voltage, which are a
frequent problem in the country-
side, and are packaged with soft-
ware such as inventory manage-
ment for farmers.

H-P, too, has been aggressively
expanding its sales network outside
China’s largest cities over the past
several years, says Weekee Yeo, di-
rector of the company’s con-
sumer-PC business in China.

The company promotes its prod-
ucts by sponsoring variety shows
and film screenings in small cities to

entertain residents where they also
display and hold demonstrations
with H-P computers.

In addition, the company has dis-
patched flashy buses to small-city
and rural elementary schools to
teach children and residents about
their products, and vans to rural-
area markets, where villagers
gather a few times per month to buy
goods.

H-P’s market share in China in-
creased to 14% in the first half of this
year from just 5% in 2005, according
to IDC. The company now has 7,000
stores and 10,000 resale partners in
China.

Dell Inc. offers 25 computer mod-
els under the rural PC program and
sells both directly to consumers, in-
cluding on the Internet and by
phone, and through resellers. Minis-
try of Commerce figures show that
Dell’s share of sales under the PC pro-
gram has been negligible, but a
spokeswoman says, “Dell is growing
very rapidly in [the] lower-tiered
and rural markets.”

Dell says it has 6,000 stores and
sales channels in China, where Dell
computers made up 8% of total units
shipped during the first half of the
year, according to IDC.

In the long term, analysts say the
most important edge a PC vendor
can have in China’s smaller cities
and rural areas will depend heavily
on their physical proximity to cus-
tomers.

“In the U.S., the infrastructure is
there. Even consumers who live in
small towns can take highways and
drive an hour or two to the closest
city to shop,” says Simon Ye, analyst
for research firm Gartner in Shang-
hai. “In China’s [smaller] cities, it’s
rare to find a person who’d drive
someplace so far to buy a com-
puter.”

 —Sue Feng and Gao Sen
contributed to this article.
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Source: IDC

China Reboots
Market share for China’s
top PC vendors by shipments
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People try Lenovo computers displayed at a county market in rural China.
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By Roger Cheng

And Scott Morrison

NEW YORK—Yahoo Inc. on Tues-
day unveiled a new marketing cam-
paign designed to promote the rela-
tionship between the struggling In-
ternet giant, its users and advertis-
ers, as well as revive its stale image.

The new campaign, centered on
the catch phrase “It’s Y!ou,” is part
of a renewed focus by Chief Execu-
tive Carol Bartz to revive the compa-
ny’s online advertising business,
which continues to deteriorate amid
the economic downturn and height-
ened competition from market
leader Google Inc.

Chief Marketing Officer Elisa
Steele said the company plans to
spend more than $100 million on the
global push, and has already laid out
plans for at least the next 15 months.
“We don't believe anyone else can
own this message in the market-
place,” Ms. Steele said at a press con-
ference Tuesday.

Since joining Yahoo in January,
Ms. Bartz has restructured manage-
ment, shed noncore assets, struck a
search pact with Microsoft Corp.
and shifted resources toward its big-
gest properties, such as its flagship
home page and e-mail service.

The marekting move comes
months after Microsoft launched its
own $100 million campaign for its
Bing search engine, which it intro-
duced earlier this summer to chal-
lenge Google. Yahoo and Microsoft
entered into a 10-year search part-
nership agreement in July.

Yahoo and Microsoft are seen fac-
ing intense antitrust scrutiny over
their deal. Ms. Bartz said she
doesn't see any change in the regula-
tory environment and stands by its
targets. The companies previously
said they expect the deal to close in
early 2010.

Yahoo’s campaign is its first ma-
jor marketing effort in almost five
years, said Piper Jaffray analyst
Gene Munster. He said the compa-
ny’s brand has since gone “a little bit
cold,” particularly compared with
start-ups such as social network
Facebook Inc. and microblogging
service Twitter Inc.

“They need to remind people
that they are still relevant,” Mr. Mun-
ster said.

But the ad campaign will likely
have little lasting impact if Yahoo’s
effort to revamp consumer products
fails to make its core Web proper-
ties more compelling to users.

The company recently unveiled a

redesigned homepage, as well as a
series of upgrades to its e-mail, in-
stant messaging and Internet
search pages, part of its plan to re-
vive its online advertising business
which has been hit hard during the
economic downturn.

The Sunnyvale, Calif.-based com-
pany said in July its second-quarter

revenue fell 13% as the Internet por-
tal’s online advertising business con-
tinued to deteriorate.

Yahoo boasts that more than 500
million people visit the Internet gi-
ant every month and that people
spend 12% of their online time at Ya-
hoo sites. Ms. Steele said the com-
pany hopes to add new customers

and defend its franchise. Yahoo said
the goals are different depending on
the region, noting that emerging
markets represents an untapped
area, while the company is looking
to protect its user base in the Asia-
Pacific region.

The ad campaign was rushed for
Ad Week in New York, a period in
which advertisers typically set their
budgets for the latter part of the
year, a point that analysts said was
clearly not lost on Yahoo.

“This is more targeted to adver-
tisers and agencies than consum-
ers,” said Colin Gillis, analyst at Brig-
antine Advisors.

Mr. Gillis said advertisers were
eager to hear how Yahoo intended to
make it easier for them to buy ads on
the Internet portal's many proper-
ties.

“Consumers want good advertis-
ing,” Ms. Bartz said, adding that the
company is making it easier for com-
panies to deliver more relevant ads.
“This partnership of engaged users
is what Yahoo stands for.”

Still, others downplayed the rele-
vance of the new campaign.

“It's irrelevant,” Mr. Gillis said.
“The real issue is to get more good
engineers and reinvent the site.”
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Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to- Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars) Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk. yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.26% 18 DJ Global Index -a % % 220.75 1.13% –6.1% 4.20% 14 U.S. Select Dividend -b % % 609.52 0.15%–20.7%

2.00% 19 Global Dow 1227.70 –0.11% –11.2% 1930.29 0.90% –10.7% 4.09% 18 Infrastructure 1340.40 –0.25% –9.0% 1891.92 0.76% –8.5%

2.90% 43 Stoxx 600 244.20 0.52% –8.6% 269.81 1.45% –8.2% 1.43% 9 Luxury 844.00 0.02% 2.4% 1059.39 1.04% 2.9%

3.05% 27 Stoxx Large 200 260.30 0.46% –9.7% 286.06 1.40% –9.3% 5.67% 6 BRIC 50 392.70 0.30% 10.9% 553.97 1.25% 11.5%

2.17% -18 Stoxx Mid 200 230.60 0.66% –3.4% 253.31 1.60% –3.0% 4.21% 13 Africa 50 728.80 0.39% –14.6% 684.86 1.41% –14.1%

2.19% -91 Stoxx Small 200 146.10 1.01% –2.5% 160.48 1.94% –2.1% 3.33% 8 GCC % % 1520.71 0.11% –34.3%

2.93% 34 Euro Stoxx 269.50 0.42% –8.8% 297.77 1.35% –8.4% 2.76% 17 Sustainability 792.00 0.29% –8.4% 988.54 1.15% –8.0%

3.07% 21 Euro Stoxx Large 200 285.30 0.35% –9.9% 313.25 1.28% –9.5% 2.24% 15 Islamic Market -a % % 1879.63 0.94% –3.6%

2.21% -12 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 258.30 0.66% –4.2% 283.51 1.59% –3.8% 2.56% 14 Islamic Market 100 1588.60 –0.27% –5.2% 2009.76 0.59% –4.9%

2.44% 47 Euro Stoxx Small 200 162.80 0.93% –0.7% 178.59 1.87% –0.2% 2.56% 14 Islamic Turkey -c % % % %

5.13% 12 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1399.80 0.26% –18.7% 1772.01 1.20% –18.3% 1.92% 19 DJ U.S. TSM % % 11035.06 0.32% –9.3%

4.20% 15 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1711.50 0.59% –14.7% 2175.02 1.52% –14.3% % DJ-UBS Commodity 117.90 0.23% –29.7% 126.65 1.16% –29.4%

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note: All data as of 2 p.m. ET. Source: Dow Jones Indexes

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.1437 1.8726 1.1165 0.1679 0.0380 0.1960 0.0125 0.3066 1.6918 0.2273 1.0690 ...

 Canada 1.0699 1.7517 1.0444 0.1570 0.0355 0.1833 0.0117 0.2868 1.5825 0.2126 ... 0.9354

 Denmark 5.0312 8.2376 4.9114 0.7385 0.1670 0.8620 0.0552 1.3487 7.4422 ... 4.7027 4.3990

 Euro 0.6760 1.1069 0.6599 0.0992 0.0224 0.1158 0.0074 0.1812 ... 0.1344 0.6319 0.5911

 Israel 3.7305 6.1079 3.6416 0.5476 0.1238 0.6392 0.0409 ... 5.5181 0.7415 3.4869 3.2617

 Japan 91.1450 149.2317 88.9740 13.3789 3.0254 15.6162 ... 24.4327 134.8217 18.1160 85.1942 79.6926

 Norway 5.8366 9.5562 5.6975 0.8567 0.1937 ... 0.0640 1.5646 8.6334 1.1601 5.4555 5.1032

 Russia 30.1270 49.3269 29.4094 4.4222 ... 5.1618 0.3305 8.0760 44.5639 5.9880 28.1600 26.3415

 Sweden 6.8126 11.1543 6.6503 ... 0.2261 1.1672 0.0747 1.8262 10.0772 1.3541 6.3678 5.9566

 Switzerland 1.0244 1.6773 ... 0.1504 0.0340 0.1755 0.0112 0.2746 1.5153 0.2036 0.9575 0.8957

 U.K. 0.6108 ... 0.5962 0.0897 0.0203 0.1046 0.0067 0.1637 0.9034 0.1214 0.5709 0.5340

 U.S. ... 1.6373 0.9762 0.1468 0.0332 0.1713 0.0110 0.2681 1.4792 0.1988 0.9347 0.8744

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign stock quotations, futures and futures
options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

WSJ.com

Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 325.75 9.75 3.09% 707.00 302.00
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 922.00 8.50 0.93 1,557.50 670.00
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 455.75 –0.25 –0.05% 1,155.75 450.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 84.350 –0.175 –0.21 116.900 83.850
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 3,170 94 3.06 3,217 1,961
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 138.05 2.40 1.77 189.00 112.00
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 23.61 0.39 1.68 26.25 11.91
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 64.13 1.53 2.44 101.50 45.25
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,190.00 8 0.37 2,493 1,990
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 2,035 32 1.60 2,040 1,187
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,483 4 0.27 2,256 1,275

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 286.45 5.90 2.10 378.00 131.15
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 1015.50 10.60 1.05 1,060.00 494.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1711.50 23.50 1.39 2,200.00 740.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 1,893.00 22.00 1.18 2,523.00 1,288.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 14,650.00 450.00 3.17 17,900.00 9,750.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 6,309.00 219.00 3.60 7,090.00 2,815.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 2,264.00 94.00 4.33 2,459.50 870.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 1,950.00 53.50 2.82 1,986.00 1,065.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 17,645 895 5.34 21,150 9,000

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 71.76 1.83 2.62 125.63 45.87
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.8436 0.0584 3.27 4.0649 1.3140
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.7959 0.0375 2.13 2.7400 1.0780
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 4.520 0.098 2.22 12.405 3.491
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 71.22 1.80 2.59 149.27 45.99
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 588.00 12.75 2.22 1,338.00 434.50

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Currencies London close on Sept. 22
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 5.6672 0.1765 3.8313 0.2610

Brazil real 2.6792 0.3732 1.8113 0.5521

Canada dollar 1.5825 0.6319 1.0699 0.9347
1-mo. forward 1.5824 0.6319 1.0698 0.9348

3-mos. forward 1.5823 0.6320 1.0697 0.9348
6-mos. forward 1.5824 0.6320 1.0698 0.9348

Chile peso 799.51 0.001251 540.50 0.001850
Colombia peso 2830.63 0.0003533 1913.63 0.0005226

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.4792 0.6760 1 1
Mexico peso-a 19.6996 0.0508 13.3178 0.0751

Peru sol 4.2734 0.2340 2.8890 0.3461
Uruguay peso-e 32.173 0.0311 21.750 0.0460

U.S. dollar 1.4792 0.6760 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 3.18 0.314833 2.15 0.465701

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.6918 0.5911 1.1437 0.8744
China yuan 10.0984 0.0990 6.8270 0.1465

Hong Kong dollar 11.4645 0.0872 7.7505 0.1290
India rupee 70.8759 0.0141 47.9150 0.0209

Indonesia rupiah 14348 0.0000697 9700 0.0001031
Japan yen 134.82 0.007417 91.15 0.010972

1-mo. forward 134.79 0.007419 91.12 0.010974
3-mos. forward 134.72 0.007423 91.08 0.010979

6-mos. forward 134.60 0.007429 91.00 0.010989
Malaysia ringgit-c 5.1476 0.1943 3.4800 0.2874

New Zealand dollar 2.0482 0.4882 1.3847 0.7222
Pakistan rupee 122.034 0.0082 82.500 0.0121

Philippines peso 70.299 0.0142 47.525 0.0210
Singapore dollar 2.0897 0.4785 1.4128 0.7078

South Korea won 1782.99 0.0005609 1205.38 0.0008296
Taiwan dollar 47.845 0.02090 32.345 0.03092
Thailand baht 49.738 0.02011 33.625 0.02974

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.6760 1.4792

1-mo. forward 1.0000 1.0000 0.6760 1.4792

3-mos. forward 1.0001 0.9999 0.6761 1.4791

6-mos. forward 1.0002 0.9998 0.6762 1.4790

Czech Rep. koruna-b 25.149 0.0398 17.002 0.0588

Denmark krone 7.4422 0.1344 5.0312 0.1988

Hungary forint 271.22 0.003687 183.36 0.005454

Norway krone 8.6334 0.1158 5.8366 0.1713

Poland zloty 4.1616 0.2403 2.8134 0.3554

Russia ruble-d 44.564 0.02244 30.127 0.03319

Sweden krona 10.0772 0.0992 6.8126 0.1468

Switzerland franc 1.5153 0.6599 1.0244 0.9762

1-mo. forward 1.5149 0.6601 1.0242 0.9764

3-mos. forward 1.5141 0.6605 1.0236 0.9770

6-mos. forward 1.5124 0.6612 1.0225 0.9780

Turkey lira 2.1911 0.4564 1.4813 0.6751

U.K. pound 0.9034 1.1069 0.6108 1.6373

1-mo. forward 0.9035 1.1068 0.6108 1.6372

3-mos. forward 0.9035 1.1068 0.6108 1.6372

6-mos. forward 0.9032 1.1071 0.6106 1.6377

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.5576 1.7933 0.3770 2.6527

Egypt pound-a 8.1404 0.1228 5.5033 0.1817

Israel shekel 5.5181 0.1812 3.7305 0.2681

Jordan dinar 1.0480 0.9542 0.7085 1.4114

Kuwait dinar 0.4232 2.3630 0.2861 3.4954

Lebanon pound 2222.50 0.0004499 1502.50 0.0006656

Saudi Arabia riyal 5.5472 0.1803 3.7502 0.2667

South Africa rand 10.9224 0.0916 7.3840 0.1354

United Arab dirham 5.4330 0.1841 3.6730 0.2723

SDR -f 0.9319 1.0731 0.6300 1.5874

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

 43 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 244.22 1.25 0.51% 24.0% –8.6%

 21 DJ Stoxx 50 2472.14 11.00 0.45 19.7% –8.8%

 34 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 269.53 1.12 0.42 21.0% –8.8%

 29 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2881.60 9.09 0.32 17.5% –8.2%

 16 Austria ATX 2595.00 34.61 1.35 48.2% –16.6%

 14 Belgium Bel-20 2478.65 –13.61 –0.55% 29.9% –14.3%

 11 Czech Republic PX 1163.0 23.1 2.03 35.5% –9.0%

 19 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 320.53 2.90 0.91 41.7% –10.7%

 15 Finland OMX Helsinki 6589.57 22.24 0.34 21.9% –10.9%

 16 France CAC-40 3823.52 11.36 0.30 18.8% –7.6%

 20 Germany DAX 5709.38 40.73 0.72 18.7% –5.9%

 … Hungary BUX 20649.97 306.06 1.50 68.7% 12.0%

 17 Ireland ISEQ 3385.67 15.78 0.47 44.5% –9.5%

 13 Italy FTSE MIB 23066.90 19.03 0.08 18.5% –14.8%

 … Netherlands AEX 312.72 1.38 0.44 27.2% –14.9%

 14 Norway All-Shares 376.01 6.39 1.73 39.2% –9.7%

 17 Poland WIG 38219.16 1538.32 4.19 40.4% 2.2%

 17 Portugal PSI 20 8407.33 64.02 0.77 32.6% 2.6%

 … Russia RTSI 1249.14 38.57 3.19% 97.7% –1.8%

 11 Spain IBEX 35 11816.7 89.3 0.76 28.5% 5.7%

 15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 287.00 2.80 0.99 40.5% 10.3%

 14 Switzerland SMI 6340.72 34.49 0.55 14.6% –6.8%

 … Turkey ISE National 100 47161.22 Closed 75.6% 33.0%

 13 U.K. FTSE 100 5142.60 8.24 0.16 16.0% 0.1%

 53 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 121.27 1.27 1.06 29.6% 1.1%

 ... Australia SPX/ASX 200 4663.7 –13.7 –0.29% 25.3% –5.3%

 … China CBN 600 25210.03 –606.66 –2.35 70.7% 49.4%

 23 Hong Kong Hang Seng 21701.14 228.29 1.06 50.8% 15.0%

 20 India Sensex 16886.43 145.13 0.87 75.0% 24.4%

 … Japan Nikkei Stock Average 10370.54 Closed 17.1% –14.2%

 … Singapore Straits Times 2685.63 37.72 1.42 52.5% 8.4%

 11 South Korea Kospi 1718.88 23.38 1.38 52.9% 16.0%

 19 AMERICAS DJ Americas 283.73 2.47 0.88 25.5% –8.4%

 ... Brazil Bovespa 61726.38 798.36 1.31 64.4% 22.0%

 19 Mexico IPC 29539.31 –67.85 –0.23 32.0% 17.9%

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of Sept. 22, 2009

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.60% 20 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 287.97 –0.77% 26.5% –14.7%

2.60% 21 World (Developed Markets) 1,130.87 –0.75% 22.9% –15.9%

2.40% 23 World ex-EMU 131.51 –0.68% 22.2% –15.7%

2.50% 23 World ex-UK 1,127.72 –0.68% 22.1% –15.6%

3.20% 20 EAFE 1,553.62 –1.14% 25.6% –14.7%

2.50% 16 Emerging Markets (EM) 910.71 –0.89% 60.6% –4.8%

3.60% 14 EUROPE 84.47 –0.79% 21.7% –16.1%

3.90% 14 EMU 179.87 –1.13% 26.6% –16.9%

3.40% 16 Europe ex-UK 93.60 –0.71% 20.6% –14.9%

4.20% 12 Europe Value 97.25 –0.96% 25.4% –14.9%

2.90% 17 Europe Growth 71.20 –0.61% 17.8% –17.5%

2.70% 17 Europe Small Cap 154.13 –1.12% 52.7% –10.8%

2.30% 8 EM Europe 243.35 –2.65% 53.2% –30.7%

4.00% 11 UK 1,528.33 –0.74% 16.2% –8.7%

2.80% 20 Nordic Countries 133.15 –1.12% 35.8% –18.5%

1.80% 7 Russia 654.91 –3.56% 58.9% –37.6%

3.40% 13 South Africa 682.75 –1.43% 17.9% –0.5%

2.80% 19 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 389.24 –0.63% 57.4% –0.1%

1.70% -72 Japan 582.30 0.00% 9.9% –26.5%

2.30% 16 China 61.37 –1.16% 50.4% 5.2%

1.00% 20 India 662.85 0.00% 79.5% 13.5%

0.90% 24 Korea 479.80 –0.27% 56.3% 18.8%

2.90% 31 Taiwan 273.96 –0.57% 58.0% 1.0%

2.00% 28 US BROAD MARKET 1,183.90 –0.31% 20.5% –16.3%

1.40% -47 US Small Cap 1,636.86 –0.23% 31.3% –13.5%

3.50% 14 EM LATIN AMERICA 3,606.22 –0.69% 73.6% –9.1%

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at
WSJ.com/Europe. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Online Today
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So many countries around
the world are suffering
the hangovers of having
binged on too much

government debt, consumed
beyond their means, and experi-
mented with exotic and toxic
instruments. Slovakia was like
the hard-working, sober neighbor
to the party next door. And like
so many people kept awake all
night by others’ reveling, Slovakia
also has a headache in the morn-
ing, through no fault of its own.

Return to growth
Slovakia has gone from being

the fastest-growing economy in
the European Union to holding a
less glamorous record: first-quar-
ter gross domestic product fell
11% from the previous quarter,
tying with Latvia for the EU’s
worst drop. Slovaks aren’t really
to blame: domestic consumption
slipped only 1%; it was demand
for Slovak exports that cratered,
says Juraj Karpis, analyst at the
Institute of Economic and Social
Studies (Iness), a think tank based
in the capital, Bratislava. The
International Monetary Fund
estimates that Slovak exports
will fall 16% this year from the
year before. However, the IMF
sees Slovakia’s GDP returning to
growth of about 1.9% next year.

“The current bad situation is
pretty external,” Mr. Karpis says.
“The factors that made our economy
strong are still here: low labor
costs, political stability, low taxes.”

As a small country of just over
five million people, Slovakia
realized that exports, not
domestic consumption, would
be the key to growth, says Anton
Marcincin, a Slovak economist
formerly with the World Bank
and now an independent
consultant. Without exports,
Slovak companies could never
get economies of scale to
compete with even-cheaper
rivals in Asia.

When Slovakia belatedly
embraced free-market reforms
and globalization starting around
2001, it did it with gusto. It
privatized companies, reformed
pensions and health care, and
cut taxes to an attractive flat
19% rate. It joined the EU and
NATO, and, in January, adopted
the euro. Its per-capita GDP was
the lowest of any country to join
the euro, but disciplined policies
allowed Slovakia to beat neighbors
like Poland, the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Romania into the
monetary club.

As a result, foreign direct
investment surged in. FDI flows
rose from an annual average of
$635 million (€431 million)
between 1990-2000, to $3.26
billion, or 4% of GDP, in 2007.
Much of that went into the
automotive industry, and in 2007
tiny Slovakia led the world in
per capita car production. Besides
factories for Volkswagen AG of
Germany, PSA Peugeot Citroen

SA of France and Kia Motors
Corp. of South Korea, numerous
suppliers have set up shop, serving
not just Slovakia’s factories but
those around Europe as well.
The auto industry accounts for
over a third of total manufacturing.

Unfortunately, the auto industry
is one of the hardest-hit sectors
in the current global downturn.
On top of it, Slovakia makes a
number of high-end models, such
as the Porsche Cayenne and the
Audi Q7. That puts it beyond the
range of the cash-for-clunkers
stimulus programs in various
European countries — including
Slovakia — which tend to boost
sales of cars in the €12,000 range,
says Felix Huefner, senior econo-
mist at the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment in Paris.

Slovakia also is a big producer
of flat screens, which have been
hit hard by the dive in consumer
spending. “Slovakia’s problem is
they are in global trade and in
product segments that aren’t in
demand right now,” he says.

It might sound dire, but
Slovakia has coping strategies
not available to some of its neighbors.

While Hungary had to resort to
austerity measures, Slovakia was
in far better fiscal shape — its
2008 debt-to-GDP ratio was 28%
versus an EU average of 62%
— and could instead introduce
stimulus measures. Besides its
own €55 million cash-for-clunkers
program, Slovakia increased the tax
deductible for individuals, giving
Slovaks more money to spend, in
what is basically a €330 million
tax cut, says Mr. Karpis of Iness.
Businesses endangered by the
crisis can receive relief from social
contributions in a €30 million
program. And a big highway pro-
gram is foreseen.

Financial conditions
Another coping mechanism is

the euro. While interest rates
have soared in most emerging
markets, Slovakia was treated
like other euro zone members.
Bond spreads increased 1.8
percentage points, less than for
Greece or Ireland, and far better
than the 8.6-point increase in
Hungary, says Mr. Huefner of the
OECD. The spreads affect financing
not just for government debt but
also financial conditions for

individuals and companies.
Slovakia offers stability in other

ways as well. The new government
might be of a different political
party, but it is continuing many
of its predecessor’s conservative
economic policies, says Anders
Aslund, senior fellow at the
Peterson Institute for Interna-
tional Economics in Washington.
“It was very well managed before
and it keeps going.”

In addition, the current-
account deficit was financed by
foreign direct investments, so it
was “quite solid,” says Mr. Huefner.
Slovakia didn’t experience a real
estate bubble, and household
indebtedness was low. Individu-
als and companies didn’t take out
the kinds of foreign-currency loans
so problematic next door in
Hungary. The conservative banking
sector avoided toxic investments
and imprudent mortgages. The
tax and other reforms made
Slovakia very competitive.

Overall, “the fundamentals look
very good, so the crisis is hitting
them from outside,” says the
OECD’s Mr. Huefner. “They can’t
do much but wait for the outside
world to pick up.”

Special Advertising Section

Slovakia

“The current bad
situation is pretty
external. The factors
that made our economy
strong are still here: low
labor costs, political
stability, low taxes.”

By Catherine Bolgar

Sound policies set the stage for future growth
Solid fundamentals and stimulus measures to help
Slovakia survive the global downturn; economic
performance expected to improve next year

Euro zone membership has
protected Slovakia from the soaring
interest rates experienced by other

emerging markets.

Slovakia has led the world in
per capita car production. Factories

include this Volkswagen plant
in Bratislava.
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Follow the leader in
Central and eastern europe
■ The largest banking network in Central and Eastern Europe ■ 15 million customers
serviced through more than 3,000 business outlets ■ An extensive range of
financial services, including leasing, building society, investment banking, asset
management and pension funds ■ Recent awards include Best Bank in Central and
Eastern Europe from Euromoney, Global Finance and The Banker. Represented in Slovakia by
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EFG-Hermes MEDA* GL EQ BMU 07/31 USD 22.51 7.4 –41.0 –12.4
EFG-Hermes Saudi Arabia Equity EA EQ SAU 09/15 SAR 5.70 20.2 –31.8 NS
EFG-Hermes Telecom OT EQ BMU 07/31 USD 29.36 14.5 –10.6 –7.9

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 09/21 USD 340.29 38.6 16.5 5.8
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 09/21 USD 199.22 52.1 4.0 –11.5
Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 09/18 EUR 95.99 28.8 –3.7 –19.9
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 09/21 USD 184.60 34.2 –11.0 –19.8
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 09/21 USD 187.22 30.3 –11.0 –19.0
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 09/21 USD 139.93 8.5 1.5 –1.2
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 09/21 USD 138.98 53.7 8.1 –9.5
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 09/21 USD 119.95 19.0 –17.0 –17.5
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 09/21 USD 170.69 30.5 –17.2 –17.5

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 09/21 EUR 27.23 3.8 –33.0 –44.2
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 09/21 EUR 30.92 58.3 –3.7 –23.3

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Basteja Blvd. 14, Riga, LV-1050, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 09/21 EUR 3.32 58.1 –40.8 –40.3
Parex Eastern Europ Bal OT OT LVA 09/21 EUR 12.99 51.4 0.9 –3.5
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 09/21 USD 13.84 58.7 5.7 1.3
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 09/21 USD 17.63 103.6 –3.8 –19.0

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 09/22 USD 164.49 48.3 9.0 –16.0
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 09/22 USD 156.90 47.4 8.1 –16.8
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 303.80 6.6 –14.2 –5.2
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 09/21 CHF 124.22 0.2 0.4 1.2
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 09/21 CHF 93.76 0.2 0.4 1.2
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 108.28 33.2 6.7 –8.8
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 267.86 100.6 –13.0 –24.2
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 09/22 USD 489.35 60.8 3.0 –15.4
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 96.58 26.3 –9.7 –17.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 380.77 2.0 5.9 2.7
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 289.77 2.0 5.9 2.7
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 144.02 15.3 14.9 4.9
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 101.25 15.3 14.9 4.9
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 137.11 52.0 6.7 –2.9
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 79.49 52.0 6.7 –2.9
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 09/21 EUR 135.87 0.9 1.8 2.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 09/21 EUR 97.92 0.9 1.8 2.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 09/21 EUR 102.38 0.5 1.3 NS
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 09/21 EUR 101.01 0.5 1.3 NS
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 388.96 27.1 –12.2 –22.2
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 127.07 25.6 –10.7 –19.7
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 09/21 USD 239.98 26.7 21.8 10.9
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 09/21 USD 163.25 26.7 21.8 10.9
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 09/22 USD 326.43 53.5 14.9 –11.2
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 09/22 USD 337.73 76.2 14.3 –9.9
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 09/18 JPY 9043.40 11.0 –13.6 –20.9
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 09/18 JPY 7985.20 9.4 –17.6 –25.2
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 09/18 JPY 7758.93 8.9 –18.1 –25.6
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 09/18 JPY 4526.77 15.3 –11.9 –19.7
PF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca OT OT LUX 09/17 USD 49.70 NS NS NS
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 09/22 USD 255.24 61.2 6.0 –8.9
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 09/21 CHF 774.45 12.3 –0.1 –5.5
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 58.81 33.2 –4.4 –15.3
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 52.95 131.8 –10.6 NS
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 93.04 30.2 2.1 –9.8
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 437.90 34.2 –7.9 –18.3
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 98.21 20.3 –14.6 –12.8
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 86.30 19.1 –13.8 –15.2
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 09/21 USD 510.14 –3.8 4.6 5.9
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 09/21 USD 374.33 –3.8 4.6 5.9

PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 09/21 USD 131.00 0.6 1.1 2.1
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 09/21 USD 85.54 0.6 1.1 2.1
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 101.56 0.3 1.1 NS
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 100.85 0.3 1.1 NS
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 115.94 12.6 –13.4 –13.6
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 09/22 USD 166.22 0.8 10.3 8.5
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 09/22 USD 137.58 0.8 10.3 8.5

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 09/21 USD 12.11 54.5 4.8 –8.3
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 09/18 USD 17.20 17.1 22.4 0.9
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT OT IRL 09/21 USD 12.48 NS NS NS
Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT OT IRL 09/21 USD 12.47 NS NS NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 120.86 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 08/31 USD 9.17 35.9 –24.7 –17.9
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 08/31 USD 132.59 5.0 12.4 10.7
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 211.30 18.1 6.5 0.7
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 06/30 USD 14.25 2.2 –4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 185.62 11.9 9.8 5.8

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: 521-3479 Fax: 521-3478 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 09/16 USD 117.08 102.9 27.9 5.2

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 09/21 EUR 688.02 22.1 –12.0 –17.6
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 09/21 EUR 808.88 23.0 –8.5 NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 09/21 EUR 1203.30 6.3 2.8 –2.2
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 09/21 EUR 1282.50 6.8 3.5 –1.6
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 09/21 EUR 1161.85 37.0 –10.9 –22.5
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 09/21 EUR 1242.49 37.6 –10.3 –22.0
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 09/21 EUR 642.07 29.2 –8.6 –19.9
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 09/21 EUR 921.22 29.8 –8.0 –19.4
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 09/21 EUR 1343.38 12.2 7.1 2.2
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 09/21 EUR 1423.53 12.7 7.8 2.9
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 09/21 EUR 1061.10 8.2 7.7 1.7
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 09/21 EUR 1128.22 8.7 8.3 2.4
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 09/21 USD 870.26 30.6 –20.0 –20.6
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 09/21 USD 895.70 31.1 –19.5 –20.1
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 09/21 EUR 784.23 25.0 –22.9 –21.9
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 09/21 GBP 73.77 24.4 –23.6 –21.5
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 09/21 EUR 1509.50 33.5 6.1 0.3
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 09/21 EUR 1612.64 34.1 6.7 0.9
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 09/21 JPY 12010.28 16.2 –14.3 –22.4
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 09/21 JPY 12779.85 16.7 –13.8 –22.0
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 09/21 USD 2123.54 65.1 18.3 –8.8
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 09/21 USD 2262.53 65.8 19.0 –8.3
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 09/21 EUR 929.58 29.4 –9.2 –19.0
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 09/21 EUR 989.30 29.9 –8.8 –18.6
US Equity A US EQ IRL 09/21 USD 835.11 24.8 –15.6 –15.8
US Equity B US EQ IRL 09/21 USD 892.64 25.4 –15.1 –15.3
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 09/21 USD 1242.35 23.5 –19.3 –16.6
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 09/21 USD 1328.75 24.1 –18.8 –16.1

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se

n SEB Fund 1
Asset Sele C EUR OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 13.97 –1.1 18.7 12.6
Asset Sele C H-CHF OT OT LUX 09/22 CHF 96.96 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-GBP OT OT LUX 09/22 GBP 98.08 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-JPY OT OT LUX 09/22 JPY 9738.92 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-NOK OT OT LUX 09/22 NOK 111.97 –0.5 NS NS
Asset Sele C H-SEK OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 140.25 –1.6 19.6 12.9
Asset Sele C H-USD OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 97.92 NS NS NS
Asset Sele D H-SEK OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 131.62 –1.6 NS NS
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 09/22 SEK 71.61 19.0 –14.1 –23.9
Choice Global Value -D- OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 68.61 19.0 –14.1 NS
Choice Global Value -I- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 6.33 30.0 –17.8 –26.5
Choice Japan Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/18 JPY 49.12 9.3 –14.2 –22.6
Choice Japan Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/18 JPY 44.17 9.3 –14.2 –22.6
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 09/18 JPY 51.05 14.0 –15.5 –24.8
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 09/22 USD 3.83 36.7 –13.3 –13.8
Ethical Europe Fd OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 1.90 27.0 –13.7 –22.8
Europe 1 Fd OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 2.72 30.5 –12.2 –22.6
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 3.88 27.2 –14.4 –23.6
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 0.57 21.8 –11.2 –17.6
Global Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 2.09 25.4 –12.8 –16.8
Global Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 1.31 25.4 NS NS
Nordic Fd OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 5.41 31.9 –1.2 –13.9

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 7.02 55.0 15.8 –11.5

Choice Asia ex. Japan -D- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 1.24 55.0 NS NS
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 10.42 –4.5 –2.0 0.1
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 10.33 –4.9 –2.4 –0.3
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 96.92 –8.3 –5.9 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 104.15 –4.9 –2.4 –0.3
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 7.45 16.8 –5.7 –13.7
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 76.39 53.1 –2.5 NS
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 09/22 NOK 82.15 53.1 –2.5 NS
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 09/22 SEK 82.01 53.1 –2.5 NS
Russia Fd OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 7.61 127.9 2.5 –16.8

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 09/22 USD 1.73 24.2 –12.2 –16.3
Ethical Glbl Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 0.81 17.9 NS NS
Ethical Glbl Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 0.78 31.1 –9.8 –15.7
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 09/22 SEK 39.78 44.3 13.0 –7.4
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 09/22 SEK 13.06 2.6 4.6 5.0
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 09/22 USD 3.11 8.4 –8.2 –9.2
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 09/22 SEK 8.81 1.1 2.2 2.6
Technology Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 0.20 NS NS NS
Technology Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 2.35 50.6 5.4 –8.2
World Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 28.61 NS NS NS
World Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 2.17 35.4 –1.3 –9.5

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 1.27 0.1 0.1 1.3
Short Bond Fd EUR -D- OT OT LUX 09/22 NA 0.50 NS NS NS
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 09/22 SEK 21.95 1.8 2.8 2.7
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 09/22 USD 2.49 –0.2 0.4 1.4

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 10.27 2.1 0.3 0.7
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 8.89 2.1 0.3 0.7
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 25.70 2.0 0.2 0.6
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 8.00 2.0 0.2 0.6
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 09/22 SEK 11.08 2.6 3.1 3.2
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 09/22 SEK 10.14 2.6 3.1 3.2
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 09/22 SEK 21.67 2.5 3.0 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 09/22 SEK 8.20 2.5 3.0 3.1
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 42.33 1.9 9.7 6.3
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 12.29 2.0 9.8 5.8
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 09/22 EUR 1.24 13.6 13.2 2.7
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 09/22 EUR 0.95 13.7 13.3 2.5
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 12.30 14.5 8.2 1.3
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 9.30 14.5 8.2 1.4
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 09/22 EUR 103.05 –0.8 6.0 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 09/22 EUR 107.42 3.7 10.7 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 1082.78 3.7 10.7 NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 21.34 2.3 5.8 4.4
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 09/22 SEK 11.67 2.3 5.8 4.4

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 09/22 USD 2.49 61.7 10.3 –9.4
Eastern Europe Fd OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 2.45 40.6 –12.6 –20.2

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 09/22 SEK 26.16 55.9 24.4 –14.8
Eastern Europe SmCap Fd OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 2.37 78.2 –5.5 –23.2
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 1001.43 31.3 –14.6 –24.7
Listed Private Equity -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 124.68 51.4 –37.7 NS
Listed Private Equity -IC- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 72.91 76.5 –27.1 NS
Listed Private Equity -ID- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 70.75 71.5 –29.2 NS
Nordic Small Cap -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 124.02 NS NS NS
Nordic Small Cap -IC- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 124.31 NS NS NS

n SEB Sicav 3
Asset Sele Defensive Acc -A- OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 78.61 –1.8 –15.8 –13.9
Asset Sele Defensive Acc EUR -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 100.46 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc SEK -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 100.44 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc USD -C- OT OT LUX 09/22 USD 101.62 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Inc -D- OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 71.81 –1.9 –15.8 –15.1
Asset Sele Opp C H NOK OT OT LUX 09/22 NOK 104.38 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp C H SEK OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 103.28 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp IC EUR OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 104.10 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H GBP OT OT LUX 09/22 GBP 104.25 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H SEK OT OT LUX 09/22 SEK 104.06 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original C EUR OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 102.56 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original D GBP OT OT LUX 09/22 GBP 102.89 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original ID GBP OT OT LUX 09/22 GBP 102.67 NS NS NS

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT OT BMU 09/10 USD 1041.70 10.8 NS NS

MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 08/31 USD 1085.58 11.8 NS NS
UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 09/10 AED 6.29 37.1 –37.7 –13.9

n WWW.SGAM.COM
SGAM FUND
Bonds ConvEurope A OT OT LUX 09/18 EUR 29.35 3.5 –4.2 1.8
Bonds Eur Corp A OT OT LUX 09/18 EUR 22.76 9.8 9.3 1.9
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A OT OT LUX 09/18 EUR 19.76 48.6 6.7 –3.5
Bonds EURO A OT OT LUX 09/18 EUR 40.82 3.4 9.3 5.3
Bonds Europe A OT OT LUX 09/18 EUR 39.07 3.1 7.8 4.3
Bonds US MtgBkSec A OT OT LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 –4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A OT OT LUX 09/18 USD 36.11 14.5 13.1 8.6
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 09/18 USD 42.76 7.4 12.4 9.6
Eq. China A OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 22.08 47.8 23.3 –18.2
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA OT OT LUX 09/21 EUR 26.37 28.0 –11.5 –20.0
Eq. Eastern Europe A OT OT LUX 09/21 EUR 20.02 51.5 –27.4 –30.6
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 17.45 22.4 –20.7 –13.5
Eq. Euroland A OT OT LUX 09/21 EUR 10.39 13.4 –16.7 –23.2
Eq. Euroland MidCapA OT OT LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 –45.7 –33.8
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT OT LUX 09/18 EUR 17.30 25.9 –4.3 –15.5
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT OT LUX 09/18 EUR 12.00 42.5 –1.3 –19.4
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 9.13 52.7 3.3 –14.7
Eq. Global A OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 26.57 26.3 –8.9 –17.8
Eq. Global Technol A OT OT LUX 04/24 USD 4.46 22.1 –29.7 –21.6
Eq. Gold Mines A OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 28.85 38.0 30.6 0.2
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A OT OT LUX 09/18 JPY 1142.03 26.1 4.9 –16.8
Eq. Japan Target A OT OT LUX 09/18 JPY 1782.09 13.9 –0.1 –9.4
Eq. Pacific A OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 9.71 52.0 11.0 –13.9
Eq. US ConcenCore A OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 21.19 30.4 –5.3 –10.7
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 14.60 35.4 –15.1 –14.0
Eq. US Mid Cap A OT OT LUX 09/18 USD 28.31 41.3 –3.6 –12.4
Eq. US Multi Strg A OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 20.65 29.2 –15.6 –16.2
Eq. US Rel Val A OT OT LUX 09/18 USD 20.25 30.4 –11.4 –17.9
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A OT OT LUX 09/18 USD 16.37 26.5 –25.5 –21.3
Eq. US Value Opp A OT OT LUX 09/21 USD 15.86 22.4 –25.5 –24.1
Money Market EURO A OT OT LUX 09/18 EUR 27.37 0.9 2.1 3.2
Money Market USD A OT OT LUX 09/18 USD 15.83 0.5 1.2 2.4

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com

n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 9246.00 7.5 –14.8 –28.7
YMR-N Small Cap Fund OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 7355.00 14.6 –5.2 –26.5

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 6312.00 6.9 –18.6 –28.5
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 5947.00 0.5 –26.9 –33.2

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 6755.00 8.3 –15.1 –27.7
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 8385.00 2.4 –12.1 –20.9

n Yuki Daishi Series
Yuki Daishi General JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 6829.00 0.9 –21.9 –30.0

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 4644.00 2.1 –21.1 –29.7
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 5370.00 1.7 –19.9 –23.3
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 5383.00 14.4 –6.0 NS

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 4432.00 4.3 –25.4 –32.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 4748.00 5.7 –24.9 –32.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 6792.00 11.3 –18.4 –28.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 8669.00 8.1 –15.7 –28.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 6519.00 4.3 –15.1 –30.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 7765.00 –2.4 –21.9 –26.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 5203.00 4.4 –18.6 –27.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 12447.00 9.8 –5.4 –17.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 8158.00 6.8 –19.6 –30.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 7587.00 23.7 –1.7 –25.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 5764.00 11.0 –11.8 –24.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo OT OT IRL 09/18 JPY 3115.00 30.5 –5.9 –28.3

n Yuki Nishi Nippon City Japan Series
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty General JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 5015.00 11.4 –20.5 –30.9

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 09/18 JPY 5464.00 7.2 –17.0 –29.4

Continued from previous page

n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 07/31 USD 1359.45 40.3 NS NS

n CAPITAL MANAGEMENT ADVISORS
Phone Number: +1 441 295 59 29
CMA Dynamic OT OT BHS 08/31 USD 1355.45 0.5 4.1 5.9
CMA MultHdge Arbtrge OT OT CYM 07/31 USD 1711.00 –1.7 –9.0 –5.8
CMA MultHdge Balncd OT OT CYM 07/31 USD 1355.67 0.4 4.8 5.8
CMA MultHdge Growth OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 1671.37 2.7 7.0 6.4
CMA MultiHdge Lvrgd OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 942.93 –0.3 1.6 6.7

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 08/31 EUR 99.61 1.2 –18.1 –10.4
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 07/31 EUR 986.65 –0.9 –23.1 –15.3

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 09/04 USD 730.68 62.0 –43.7 –29.8

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 08/28 EUR 174.99 –18.5 NS NS
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 08/31 USD 176.10 –19.8 –8.5 6.8
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 08/28 EUR 184.13 –12.0 NS NS
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 08/28 USD 190.87 –12.2 NS NS
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 08/31 USD 390.00 –20.8 –4.7 7.5
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 08/31 USD 390.00 –20.8 –4.7 7.5

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 09/11 GBP 1.03 9.1 NS NS
Global Absolute EUR OT OT NA 09/11 EUR 1.52 9.8 NS NS
Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 09/11 USD 1.93 9.4 NS NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 08/28 EUR 84.26 10.4 NS NS
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 08/28 EUR 79.44 10.6 NS NS
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 08/28 USD 90.06 11.6 NS NS
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 08/28 USD 88.41 11.1 NS NS

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 123.47 3.5 –13.4 –3.8
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 08/28 CHF 107.47 7.7 NS NS
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 111.63 2.9 –15.9 –5.9
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 08/28 GBP 127.75 8.4 NS NS
GH Fund Inst EUR OT OT JEY 05/29 EUR 91.86 10.0 –10.4 NS
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 08/28 USD 107.94 9.4 NS NS
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 08/28 EUR 123.44 9.2 NS NS
GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 08/28 GBP 127.89 8.7 NS NS
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 08/28 USD 144.76 9.7 NS NS
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 08/28 USD 264.98 8.7 NS NS
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 08/21 USD 134.41 8.5 NS NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 08/28 USD 113.53 16.4 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 08/28 CHF 91.28 8.7 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 08/28 EUR 99.06 9.6 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 08/28 GBP 106.77 10.2 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 08/28 EUR 105.49 10.2 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 08/28 GBP 110.33 10.6 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 08/28 USD 120.55 11.3 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 08/28 USD 186.64 10.6 NS NS

n HSBC Uni-folio
Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 111.58 4.2 –14.9 –7.1
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 08/28 EUR 98.11 10.6 NS NS
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 08/28 USD 180.05 11.1 NS NS
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 08/28 USD 160.24 14.2 NS NS
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 08/28 EUR 89.25 13.6 NS NS
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 08/28 EUR 128.09 11.1 NS NS
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 08/28 USD 135.81 11.3 NS NS
Japan AdvantEdge JPY OT OT JEY 06/30 JPY 7913.02 –2.1 –10.8 –8.6
Japan AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 92.51 –1.7 –9.6 –6.5
Lvgd Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 91.87 7.0 –33.1 –19.2
Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT NA 08/28 EUR 104.84 6.1 NS NS
Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT NA 08/28 USD 104.88 6.3 NS NS
Trading Adv JPY OT OT NA 08/28 JPY 9549.04 NS NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 08/28 USD 144.97 –4.4 NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 08/28 EUR 131.85 –4.2 NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 08/28 GBP 139.01 –4.5 NS NS
US AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 105.30 2.9 –19.3 –7.5

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200
Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com

Altipro OT OT FRA 08/31 EUR 192.86 NS NS NS
Integrated European Fd EUR OT OT CYM 07/31 EUR 150.94 1.3 –3.2 –0.9
Integrated Multi St N EUR OT OT VGB 06/30 EUR 100.26 NS NS NS
Integrated Multi St N GBP OT OT VGB 06/30 GBP 100.52 NS NS NS
Integrated Multi St N USD OT OT VGB 06/30 USD 99.97 NS NS NS
Integrated Strategic Fund-MS Z EUR OT OT VGB 06/30 EUR 100.00 NS NS NS

n INVENTUM ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
info@inventumcapital.com
Tel. +7 495 792 5595 www.inventumcapital.com
Inv Absolute Return Fund OT OT BMU 08/31 USD 132.67 31.1 NS NS

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 09/18 USD 343.66 78.9 –24.6 –33.5
Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 09/18 USD 616.48 112.7 –41.4 –37.2
Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 07/22 EUR 74.42 –14.5 –28.2 NS
Meriden Protective Div OT OT AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 –2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 06/30 USD 1278.00 NS –13.7 –5.5

n SEB ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT
SEB KEY Europe Equity Long Short

Key Europe Long/Short EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 08/31 EUR 89.95 6.0 –5.9 NS
Key Europe Long/Short EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 08/31 EUR 89.33 5.6 –6.4 NS

n SEB KEY Hedge
Key Hedge EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 08/31 EUR 100.38 10.7 2.2 NS
Key Hedge EUR-RC- OT OT LUX 08/31 EUR 99.71 10.3 1.7 NS

n SEB KEY Market Independent II
Key Market Independent II EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 08/31 EUR 94.47 11.4 –1.8 NS
Key Market Independent II SEK -I- OT OT LUX 08/31 SEK 91.80 11.8 –2.1 NS

n SEB KEY Recovery
Key Recovery -IC- OT OT LUX 08/31 EUR 86.62 8.8 –10.5 NS
Key Recovery -RC- OT OT LUX 08/31 EUR 86.03 8.4 –11.0 NS

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 09/15 USD 46.28 –44.4 –12.7 11.1
Superfund GCT USD* OT OT LUX 09/15 USD 2353.00 –35.6 –12.8 6.1
Superfund Gold A (SPC) OT OT CYM 09/15 USD 956.87 –17.7 16.6 19.3
Superfund Gold B (SPC) OT OT CYM 09/15 USD 962.81 –28.6 14.0 18.5
Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 09/15 EUR 6769.00 –22.8 –3.6 7.5

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR Cls H OT OT VGB 08/31 EUR 1195.14 –7.6 –8.5 2.7
Winton Evolution GBP Cls G OT OT CYM 08/31 GBP 1176.95 –7.7 –8.0 3.5
Winton Evolution USD Cls F OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 1164.15 –7.9 –8.5 2.6
Winton Futures EUR Cls C OT OT VGB 08/31 EUR 190.11 –7.7 2.5 12.0
Winton Futures GBP Cls D OT OT VGB 08/31 GBP 205.01 –7.6 3.1 13.2
Winton Futures JPY Cls E OT OT VGB 08/31 JPY 13445.13 –8.9 –0.3 9.0
Winton Futures USD Cls B OT OT VGB 08/31 USD 673.80 –8.2 1.7 11.9

NAV % RETURN
FUND NAME GF DATE CR NAV 1-WK 1-MO 1-Q 1-YR 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de
ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 08/31 USD 1370.76 3.2 3.2 2.6 –18.0 –7.1

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

INDICES
12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month
periods pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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Kurds suspend DNO’s operations

By Jung-Ah Lee

SEOUL— Hyosung Corp. was the
only company to submit an offer to
buy a major stake in Hynix Semicon-
ductor Inc. by the Tuesday deadline
imposed by the chip maker’s nine
creditors.

Korea Exchange Bank and eight
other creditors of Hynix, the world’s
second-largest computer memory
chip maker by revenue after Sam-
sung Electronics Co., have been
seeking to sell their combined
28.07% stake to recoup their invest-
ment in the company. The stake of
165.5 million shares is valued at
about 3.65 trillion won ($3.02 bil-
lion) based on Hynix’s Tuesday clos-
ing price.

Hyosung spokesman Lee Jung-
won said the South Korean conglom-
erate, which has interests in chemi-
cals and heavy machinery, submit-
ted a letter of intent to purchase the
stake. Mr. Lee declined to comment
on the financial details.

Hynix declined to comment.
Kim Sun-gyu, an official at KEB,

said Tuesday that the bank plans to
decide on the buyer to negotiate fi-
nancial terms sometime in Novem-
ber.

Analysts said synergies between
Hyosung and Hynix are hard to
come by because the two companies
are engaged in different businesses.

Mr. Lee at Hyosung declined to
say what kind of business synergies
are expected between the two, say-
ing only that the decision was made
by the company’s management.

Shareholders of Hynix this
month asked 43 local companies to

participate in the preliminary bid-
ding for the stake.

The shareholders’ combined
stake has fallen to 28.07% from 36%
last year after massive rights offer-
ings.

In 2001, Hynix nearly collapsed
under the weight of its debt after
chip prices plunged. It was bailed
out by its creditors, who became the
company’s shareholders via several
debt-to-equity swaps.

In November last year, sharehold-
ers selected Credit Suisse, Woori In-
vestment & Securities and Korea De-
velopment Bank as joint lead man-
agers for the sale, but the move was
delayed due to the global financial
turmoil.

Hynix this year received finan-
cial support from its shareholders,
including loans to ease market con-
cerns about the company’s financial
stability. Since then, the company
has undergone extensive restructur-

ing.
Hynix said Tuesday that the re-

cent upward trend in the prices of
dynamic random access memory
chips, which are widely used in per-
sonal computers, is likely to con-
tinue for a while, suggesting that its
contract prices will also remain on
the rise to boost its profit.

“Market demand [for DRAM
chips] remains considerably strong
for now, so the upward trend in
prices will likely continue for a
while,” said James Kim, the compa-
ny’s vice president for investor rela-
tions. He attributed the recent price
rally to robust computer sales and
tight supply conditions.

For the quarter, Hynix posted its
seventh consecutive quarterly loss,
totaling 58 billion won, compared
with a year-earlier loss of 711 billion
won. Its operating loss was 211 bil-
lion won in the quarter, wider than
the 172 billion won loss a year ago.

Hynix receives an offer
Hyosung submits bid
for a 28% stake
in big chip maker

Intel’s chief Paul Otellini, shown in May,
said the PC market was ‘amazing.’

Intel to promote software
that uses its Atom chip

An employee works at Hynix Semiconductor’s Seoul office.

Tuesday’s close: 22,050 won, up 2.8%
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By Don Clark

SAN FRANCISCO—Intel Corp. an-
nounced an effort to help chip cus-
tomers set up their own clearing-
houses to distribute programs for a
variety of gadgets as part of its strat-
egy to broaden the use of its chips
outside computer markets.

The move, one of a series of an-
nouncements at Intel’s annual fo-
rum for technology developers
here, is designed to broaden the ap-
peal of an Intel chip called Atom that
is now mainly used in low-end lap-
tops called netbooks.

Intel, extending an idea that Ap-
ple Inc. popularized with software
for the iPhone, hopes developers
will create simple, downloaded apps—
likely starting with netbooks, but
later targeting cellphones, con-
sumer-electronics devices and
other Atom-based products.

Intel doesn’t plan to operate app
stores itself, but will provide what it
calls a technology framework to
help Atom customers to set up their
own.

Software is a key element of In-
tel’s strategy to tackle new markets
such as cellphones, where rivals
that license microprocessor designs
from ARM Holdings PLC dominate
the field. Intel contends its new ef-
fort, called the Atom Developer Pro-
gram, will ensure that applications
will run on cellphones from multiple
manufacturers—while program-
mers often have to modify their of-
ferings to run on different ARM-
based phones—and work on other
kinds of devices, too.

“I think we will break down barri-
ers between industries,” said Paul
Otellini, Intel’s chief executive, who
discussed the effort during an open-
ing keynote speech at the forum.

One unusual wrinkle is Intel’s
plan to make it easier for apps—
which are normally targeted at a sin-
gle operating system—to run on
Atom-based devices that use either
Microsoft Corp.’s Windows or an In-
tel-backed operating system known
as Moblin. Microsoft said it will as-
sist by adapting its Silverlight soft-
ware—which adds video and anima-
tion to Web sites—to work with Mob-
lin. Rival Adobe Systems Inc., which
makes the popular Flash format,
also expressed support for the Intel
effort.

Dell Inc., Acer Inc. and Asustek
Computer Inc. also said they plan to
adopt the Intel app-store approach.

Analysts said Intel’s effort makes
sense, but the company still faces an
uphill battle. ARM has made
progress in ensuring compatibility
between products that use its latest
chips. And ARM-based chips still of-
fer longer battery life than Intel’s
Atom, noted Roger Kay, an analyst
at Endpoint Technologies Associ-
ates.

This year’s Intel Developer Fo-
rum follows an industry slump that
hit bottom in last year’s fourth quar-
ter and has gradually eased since
then. Mr. Otellini noted that many
forecasters had originally expected
a big drop in unit personal-com-
puter sales for 2009, and most still
call for a slight decline.

But Mr. Otellini said he expects
PC unit sales for the year will be
“flat to slightly” up. “I think it’s
more than resilient, it’s amazing,”
he said of the PC industry.

The Intel event also comes one
day after the European Union re-
leased a large number of emails and
other evidence to support its deci-
sion in May to fine Intel Œ1.06 billion
($1.56 billion). Mr. Otellini said EU
investigators ignored evidence that
would have undercut allegations
that Intel punishes PC makers that
use chips from rival Advanced Mi-
cro Devices Inc. “We don’t do exclu-
sive deals, despite what you read
and what you heard,” Mr. Otellini
said.

CORPORATE NEWS
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By Spencer Swartz

The future of Norwegian oil ex-
plorer DNO International ASA, a
key player in northern Iraq’s Kurd-
ish region, has been thrown into
question after new details surfaced
of a DNO money-raising effort last
October that has embarrassed the
Kurdish government.

The autonomous government
Monday suspended DNO’s opera-
tions for up to six weeks and said it
could terminate the company’s in-
volvement in Kurdistan, a fast-grow-
ing oil-producing region, if it
doesn’t take action to undo the “un-
justifiable and incalculable harm”
to the government’s reputation.

The government makes deci-
sions on a range of matters indepen-
dent of the Iraqi government. It has
enjoyed a clean image in its dealings
with foreign investors.

While nothing illegal is alleged in
its assistance, the help fed specula-
tion that Kurdish officials may have
financially benefited. The govern-
ment denies any officials benefited
though it wasn’t clear why it didn’t
publicly disclose the assistance
with DNO’s treasury-share sale.

Fearing its stock price would get
hammered by the government’s de-
cision to suspend its operations,
DNO asked the Oslo Stock Exchange
to halt trading in its shares. The
stock is expected to resume trading
Thursday morning. The company
has been producing around 40,000
to 50,000 barrels a day of crude in
Kurdistan, roughly half of the re-
gion’s production.

Marius Gaard, an analyst at Oslo-
based brokerage Carnegie, esti-
mates about 85% of DNO’s stock
value is related to its Kurdistan oper-
ations, meaning shareholders
would stand to potentially lose a
chunk of money if the company’s
work in the region were canceled.

DNO’s predicament started in re-
cent days, when the Oslo Stock Ex-
change published information on
last October’s sale of DNO treasury
shares. DNO said it strongly ob-
jected to the exchange’s decision to
publish the information, prompted

by a freedom-of-information re-
quest from a Norwegian newspaper.

DNO scrambled Tuesday for a re-
sponse to the situation. “Our main
priority is now to seek dialogue with
the [Kurdish government] as soon
as possible and try to bring clarity
to the situation and what is needed
to find a solution,” said DNO Chief
Executive Helge Eide.

Tor Arne Olsen, a spokesman for
the Oslo Stock Exchange, said the
bourse stood by its decision to re-
lease the information, most of
which came from confidential con-
versations between the company
and the bourse. “We still think we
took the right decision in releasing
that information,” he said.

Analysts said it was unusual for
governments to act as a mediator in
a fund-raising exercise for a private
company.

Khaled Salih, a senior advisor to
the Kurdish government’s prime
minister, said the government de-
cided to assist DNO in the capital-
raising process in order to help the
company complete its work in prepa-
ration for exporting crude. “We did
not want DNO to delay because of
their cash needs,” Mr. Salih said.

The issue could aggravate al-
ready stormy relations with Bagh-
dad. Iraq’s oil ministry has longed
objected to oil deals the Kurds
signed with foreign oil companies.

 —Elizabeth Adams and Hassan
Hafidh contributed to this article.

By John Stoll

Hummer LLC plans to locate its
new headquarters in Michigan once
General Motors Co.’s sale of the
sport-utility vehicle maker to China’s
Sichuan Tengzhong Heavy Indus-
trial Machinery is finalized, Hum-
mer spokesman Nick Richards said.

The new headquarters, expected
at a refurbished site in either Detroit
or a northern suburb of the city, prom-
ises to provide a modest lift to a Michi-
gan economy that has been battered
by the rapid decline of the U.S. auto in-
dustry. The region has lost tens of
thousands of automotive jobs due to
drastic restructuring at car compa-
nies and parts suppliers.

Hummer also considered sites in
Tennessee and South Carolina, but
Michigan pushed hard to keep Hum-
mer in the state as part of its drive to
remain at the center of the global
auto industry.

Hummer says it plans to create
300 jobs at the site, including those
in design, marketing, engineering
and distribution. An additional 600
jobs could be created in the surround-
ing parts-supply, contract-engineer-
ing and other industries, according
to State of Michigan estimates.

Hummer is committing to spend
$9.4 million for the facility over five
years, and the State of Michigan has
committed $20.6 million in tax cred-
its over the next 10 years.

Hummer to locate in Michigan
after sale to Chinese vehicle maker
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Gl High Yield B US BD LUX 09/21 USD 4.17 49.1 9.9 0.1
Gl High Yield B2 US BD LUX 09/21 USD 14.04 50.2 10.0 0.3
Gl High Yield I US BD LUX 09/21 USD 4.17 51.2 12.3 2.0
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 10.89 28.3 –15.6 –23.5
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 10.03 27.3 –16.4 –24.3
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 11.55 28.9 –14.9 –23.0
India Growth A - OT OT LUX 09/18 USD 113.62 NS NS NS
India Growth AX OT OT LUX 09/18 USD 99.24 71.8 18.5 –1.6
India Growth B - OT OT NA 09/18 USD 119.36 NS NS NS
India Growth BX OT OT LUX 09/18 USD 85.07 70.6 17.4 –2.6
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 09/18 USD 102.70 72.3 19.0 –1.3
Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 129.14 10.0 –10.7 –11.6
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 109.23 9.2 –11.6 –12.5
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 140.79 10.6 –10.0 –10.9
Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 101.09 38.2 –6.9 –15.0
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 87.84 37.2 –7.8 –15.8
Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 113.10 39.0 –6.1 –14.3
Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 09/21 JPY 6051.00 12.8 –20.6 –24.9
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 09/21 JPY 5943.00 6.8 –20.7 –25.1

Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 09/21 JPY 6101.00 7.4 –20.0 –24.5
Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 09/21 JPY 6100.00 18.3 –21.3 –25.2
Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 09/21 JPY 6249.00 19.0 –20.6 –24.6
Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 13.97 30.9 –17.9 –18.9
Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 12.80 29.9 –18.8 –19.7
Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 14.98 31.6 –17.3 –18.2
Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 09/21 USD 7.14 8.4 0.1 –7.8
Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 09/21 USD 9.52 8.7 –0.1 –7.9
Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 09/21 USD 7.14 8.1 –0.4 –8.3
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 09/21 USD 9.48 8.2 –0.5 –8.3
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 09/21 USD 7.14 8.8 0.7 –7.3

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 09/21 GBP 7.83 17.6 0.5 –8.8

Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 09/21 EUR 6.24 7.6 –18.5 –19.6
Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 09/21 USD 15.81 58.1 3.8 –10.8
Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 09/21 EUR 13.45 24.3 0.3 –10.5
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 09/21 USD 14.18 16.3 –16.1 –15.9
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 09/21 EUR 7.68 18.4 –8.7 –17.3
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 09/21 EUR 9.43 13.9 –11.8 –18.8
Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 09/21 JPY 515.36 17.6 –9.7 –20.6
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 09/21 USD 9.22 9.4 –1.6 –7.1
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 09/21 USD 11.22 9.8 7.4 –0.1
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 09/21 EUR 10.71 19.6 7.9 –1.9
Andorfons EU BD AND 09/21 EUR 14.28 19.7 5.2 –4.2
Andorfons Alternative Premium OT OT AND 07/31 EUR 95.97 3.9 –14.7 –8.8
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 09/21 EUR 9.39 16.0 –4.6 –10.4
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 09/21 EUR 9.02 11.0 –15.2 –17.2

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 09/11 USD 226041.28 67.6 12.9 –7.1

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT OT LUX 09/22 EUR 9.14 –5.5 –7.9 –3.2

DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 193.49 10.4 –3.5 –10.4
DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 09/22 EUR 170.14 10.6 –0.7 –7.1
DJE-Div& Substanz P GL EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 203.91 16.6 1.9 –7.6
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 159.69 22.2 8.0 –6.3
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 09/22 EUR 128.32 7.2 7.1 2.7
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 145.29 56.5 29.0 –8.9
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 141.60 56.1 28.3 –10.0
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 17.15 19.7 5.2 –4.0
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 09/22 EUR 14.38 58.9 –2.0 –18.5

n HERMES FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (EGYPT) LIMITED, AMSALES@EFG-HERMES.COM
Tel: 9714 363 4041 *Middle East & Developing Africa Fund
EFG-Hermes Egypt GL EQ BMU 09/16 USD 43.47 25.7 NS NS

Continued from previous page

Please turn to next page

* As of September 23  Sources: Thomson Reuters; Unitech; Deutsche Bank

Property plays
Wall Street financial firms’ investments in top Indian real-estate firms*

Indian real-estate firms

DLF

Indiabulls Real Estate

Unitech

Indiabulls Real Estate

Unitech

Approximate investment,
in millions of U.S. dollarsWall Street firms

HSBC Global Asset 
Management (Including 
Halbis Capital 
Management, Hong Kong)

Morgan Stanley Investment 
Management (India)

Fidelity Management and 
Research (including Fidelity 
International)

T. Rowe Price International 
(Singapore)

Deutsche Bank Securities Indiabulls Real Estate

DLF

Indiabulls Real Estate

Unitech

DLF

$151

154

335

106

47

84

33

20

17

80

India’s new tech: real-estate companies
Property shares soar,
but some observers see
transparency issues
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By Geeta Anand

NEW DELHI—India’s real-estate
companies are challenging even the
nation’s vaunted technology indus-
try for growth and global investor
appeal, attracting hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars from HSBC Holdings
PLC, Morgan Stanley and others.

Among the hottest of the Indian
property stocks is Unitech Ltd.,
based in Gurgaon outside India’s cap-
ital. Unitech says it buys land
through hundreds of subsidiaries,
counts revenue from projects before
they are fully built, and books inter-
est on loans from undeveloped land
acquisitions as capital instead of op-
erating expenses, practices prohib-
ited by international financial re-
porting standards that U.S. and Eu-
ropean companies must follow.

Sanjay Chandra, Unitech’s man-
aging director and son of its
founder, says these practices are ac-
ceptable in India, where there are no
accounting guidelines for the real-
estate industry. “What we’re doing
is perfectly legal,” he says.

But as Indian property develop-
ers draw foreign investors’ dollars,
they also face new scrutiny. Some an-
alysts contend that their lax account-
ing practices, opaque financial state-
ments and complex off-balance-
sheet transactions hide facts from
investors and inflate the companies’
stated performance.

“They reveal next to nothing,”
says Saurabh Mukherjea, head of In-
dian equities at Noble Group. “It’s
impossible to tell how profitable the
companies really are.”

The allure of Indian property is
clear. India’s economy grew about
9% in the past few years and is likely
to expand 6% this year. The nation
has a population of more than 1.1 bil-
lion packed into a country roughly
one-third the size of the U.S., under-
pinning strong demand for housing
and commercial property.

That picture has prompted a
pile-up of Wall Street investment
banks in the Indian property sector.
Overall, listed property companies
have attracted some $3.5 billion this
year in foreign institutional invest-
ment, according to Kotak Institu-
tional Equities Research.

HSBC, through several global in-
vestment funds, says it has put
about $900 million in the real-es-
tate sector in India, most of the
money in the biggest three listed
real-estate firms: DLF Ltd., Unitech
and Indiabulls Real Estate Ltd. A
Morgan Stanley mutual fund has in-
vested about $153 million in Unitech
and Indiabulls, according to informa-
tion provided by Thomson Reuters
based on June 30 shareholding re-
ports. Deutsche Bank AG says a mu-
tual-fund arm of its asset-manage-
ment division has a 3.8% share in In-
diabulls, which is valued at $84 mil-
lion on the Bombay Stock Exchange.

Mutual-fund stalwarts T. Rowe
Price Group Inc. and Fidelity Invest-
ments are testing the waters, too. T.

Rowe owns about $80 million of DLF
stock, and two Fidelity funds have
spread about $70 million in the three
biggest Indian real-estate firms, the
Thomson Reuters data showed.

“We like the demographics of In-
dia, the increasing per-capita in-
come, the significant shortage of
housing, the pent-up demand,” says

Sanjiv Duggal, investment director
of equities at Halbis, part of HSBC
Global Asset Management.

Morgan Stanley, Fidelity and T.
Rowe Price declined to comment.

Indeed, Indian property firms
have delivered eye-popping returns,
despite their short track records. A
single Unitech share has increased

about 95 times in value over the past
five years.

However, the recent downfall of
the highflying Indian technology
company Satyam Computer Ser-
vices Ltd. has focused concern on
hundreds of small companies
through which India’s hottest real-
estate firms buy land. In January, Sa-
tyam Chief Executive Ramalinga
Raju admitted he had created a ficti-
tious bank balance of more than $1
billion. Investigators looking for the
missing money began combing the
land records of hundreds of tiny
companies controlled by the Raju
family—transactions that regula-
tors are still trying to unravel.

Since then, several analysts have
taken hard looks at the balance
sheets of Indian property compa-
nies and expressed alarm. “Dubious
accounting” has allowed some prop-
erty companies to inflate earnings
by 20%, Kim Eng Securities India
Ltd. wrote in a report this year.

Mr. Chandra of Unitech says that
when India shifts to the stricter In-
ternational Financial Reporting
Standards, as the Indian govern-
ment has pledged to do in fiscal year
2012, the company will follow. He ac-
knowledges investors’ concerns
about lack of transparency in prop-
erty purchases through hundreds of
subsidiaries. But Mr. Chandra says
Unitech needs its 380 subsidiaries
in order to navigate local govern-
ment restrictions on the amount of
agricultural land a company can pur-
chase, typically small plots of 10 to
20 acres.

HSBC Global Asset Management,
Unitech’s biggest foreign investor, is
“aware of these issues,” says Mr.
Duggal, the investment director of
the India equities part of the fund.

To counter the poor disclosure,
HSBC executives visit property de-
velopments to verify their status, he
says. One problem, he says, is that
the firms sometimes count land
they have agreed to buy as part of
their holdings because India’s bu-
reaucracy drags out the purchase
process. Mr. Duggal says he combs
local land records to determine how
much of the land is actually in the
company’s name.

For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

DLF is building an information-
technology center near Hyderabad, India.

South Africa faces revenue shortfall as workers lose jobs
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By Robb Stewart

JOHANNESBURG—South Africa
faces a shortfall of about 70 billion
rand ($9.4 billion) in revenue collec-
tion this fiscal year as jobs have
been shed amid the country’s first
recession in 17 years, Deputy Presi-
dent Kgalema Motlanthe said.

“What started as a financial cri-
sis, moved swiftly to the mainstream
economy as aggregate demand fell,
and as a result has now become a so-
cial crisis as workers lose their jobs
and government faces declining reve-
nues,” Mr. Motlanthe said in the text
of a speech delivered to the annual
meeting of the Congress of South Af-

rican Trade Unions on Tuesday.
The deputy president said the gov-

ernment’s budget deficit is expected
to widen to about 8% of gross domes-
tic product this fiscal year, ending
March 31, 2010, from 1% last year.

Separately, the South African
central bank left its benchmark in-
terest rate unchanged as the risks to

the inflation outlook remain fairly
balanced. The repurchase agree-
ment rate will remain at 7%.

Also Tuesday, the government
statistics agency released data
showing consumer-price inflation
had subsided further, decelerating
to 6.4% in August from a year ago,
and from a year-on-year peak of

13.7% in August 2008. The rate was
still slightly above the central
bank’s official 3%-6% target range.

The bank’s monetary policy com-
mittee has cut its key rate five percent-
age points since December, reversing
increases from June 2006 to June
2008. The rate was cut half a percent-
age point at last meeting, in July.
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Suntory bids to acquire Orangina
Japanese drinks firm
makes binding offer
in $3.82 billion deal

Dow Jones to close Far Eastern Economic Review

Private-equity firms Blackstone and Lion Capital acquired Orangina for
$2.24 billion in February 2006, financing the transaction with equity and debt.

GM Daewoo Auto

GM Daewoo Auto & Technol-
ogy Co. said it filed a petition in a
Seoul court seeking to prevent its
products from being copied by
Tagaz Korea, a South Korean unit
of Russian car maker Tagaz. GM
Daewoo, the South Korean unit of
General Motors Co., said two of its
former employees, who also re-
cently worked for Tagaz Korea,
were arrested and indicted this
month for alleged technology
theft. The first hearing will be
held Wednesday in the Seoul Cen-
tral District Court to decide on GM
Daewoo’s petition, a company
spokesman said.

Rio Tinto Ltd.
Rio Tinto Ltd. said it struck a

deal to sell its Alcan Composites
business for $349 million to Switzer-
land’s Schweiter Technologies AG.
Rio has been seeking to divest the Al-
can engineering assets since its
2007 takeover of the aluminum
group. Alcan Composites is based in
Switzerland and manufactures com-
posite materials for the display, ar-
chitecture, and wind energy sectors.
Rio said the sale is expected to be
completed by the end of the year sub-
ject to regulatory approvals and em-
ployee consultation.

GLOBAL
BUSINESS

BRIEFS

—Compiled from staff
and wire service reports.

Henkel taps Bagel-Trah as supervisory-board head

IBM sets African push, challenging Microsoft

By Marietta Cauchi

LONDON—Buyout firms Black-
stone Group LP and Lion Capital
said Tuesday they received a bind-
ing offer for Orangina Schweppes
Group from Japanese drinks giant
Suntory Holdings Ltd.

Financial details of the transac-
tion weren’t disclosed but a person
close to the deal said the price tag is
Œ2.6 billion ($3.82 billion).

Blackstone and Lion Capital
bought Orangina in February 2006
for $2.24 billion, or Œ1.85 billion at
the time. The private-equity firms fi-
nanced the deal with Œ600 million in
equity and the balance in debt.

The deal—which is subject to an-
titrust clearance as well as discus-
sions with Orangina employee repre-
sentatives, and which is due to close
Oct. 31—would mark the latest own-
ership twist for closely held Oran-
gina, which bottles, distributes and
franchises a range of soft drinks. Its

stable includes its trademark spar-
kling orange beverage, as well as na-
tional brands such as La Casera in
Spain and Rosinka in Ukraine. It had
2008 revenue of about $1.5 billion.

Based in the Paris suburb of
Levallois-Perret, Orangina is the No.
2 player in the European still soft-

drink market after Coca Cola Co.
and the No. 3 player in the European
carbonated soft-drinks market after
Coke and PepsiCo Inc.

Suntory Holdings, which bottles
and distributes Pepsi products in Ja-
pan and makes whisky brands such
as Yamazaki, is seeking to gain trac-

tion in the global market and diver-
sify its portfolio.

Closely held Suntory, which had
sales of about $16 billion last year, is
in parallel merger talks with Japa-
nese brewer Kirin Holdings Co. The
companies’ merger plans were filed
for review last week with Japan’s an-
titrust regulator, the Fair Trade
Commission.

Earlier this year, Suntory paid
more than Œ600 million for Groupe
Danone SA’s Australian and New
Zealand drinks business Frucor.

Orangina has rich ownership his-
tory. The private-equity firms bought
it in 2006 from Cadbury PLC, which
spun off the rest of its soft-drinks
business last year. It had earlier been
owned by French beverage power-
house Pernod Ricard SA. France
blocked Coke from acquiring Oran-
gina from Pernod Ricard in 1998.

Rothschild, J.P. Morgan Chase &
Co., Citigroup Inc., Blackstone Cor-
porate Advisory, Royal Bank of Scot-
land Group PLC and Nomura Hold-
ings acted as financial advisers to
Lion Capital and Blackstone. Bank of
America Merrill Lynch advised Sun-
tory.

 —Hiroyuki Kachi in Tokyo
contributed to this article.

Bertelsmann AG

Random House’s Doubleday im-
print said Dan Brown’s novel “The
Lost Symbol” sold more than two
million copies in the hardcover and
e-book formats in its first full week
on sale in the U.S., Canada and the
U.K. Random House, which is owned
by Bertelsmann AG of Germany,
said the performance represents a
one-week sales record for the pub-
lisher. “The book is exceeding our ex-
pectations,” said Doubleday spokes-
woman Suzanne Herz. Mr. Brown’s
novel is his first since “The Da Vinci
Code,” in 2003, which has more than
81 million copies in print.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

FRANKFURT—Simone Bagel-
Trah on Tuesday was named chair-
woman of the supervisory board of
German consumer-goods company
Henkel AG, making her the first
woman to head the board at a com-
pany listed on the country’s main
stock index.

Dr. Bagel-Trah, 40 years old, is
the great-great-granddaughter of
the company’s founder, Fritz Hen-
kel. She succeeds his great-grand-
son, Albrecht Woeste.

A supervisory board is the Ger-
man equivalent of a U.S. board of di-

rectors. It oversees a company’s
management board, which runs
day-to-day business.

“We are very much looking for-
ward to working together with Si-
mone Bagel-Trah in taking our com-
pany successfully forward,” said
Kasper Rorsted, the company’s
chief executive.

Düsseldorf-based Henkel is
known for products including Per-
sil and Purex laundry detergents,
Pril and Somat dishwashing deter-
gents, and a range of home and in-
dustrial adhesives and tapes includ-
ing the brands Pattex and Loctite.

Dr. Bagel-Trah is the first
woman to head the supervisory
board of a company on Frankfurt’s
main DAX index of blue-chip stocks.
A minister in the government of
Chancellor Angela Merkel—Germa-
ny’s first female leader—said it was
an important step.

The election of Dr. Bagel-Trah to
head the board is “an important sig-
nal for businesses, as Dr. Merkel’s
chancellorship [was] for politics,”
Ursula von der Leyen, the minister
for families, told the daily Ta-
gesspiegel.

Dr. Bagel-Trah, a doctor of micro-

biology and a mother of two, is also
the chairwoman of Henkel’s share-
holders’ committee.

She is the fifth generation of the
Henkel family to be involved in the
company’s operations.

Dr. Bagel-Trah is also a partner
and director of clinical microbiol-
ogy research company Antiinfec-
tives Intelligence, based in Rhein-
bach, near Bonn.

For the first half of the year, Hen-
kel reported a 1% increase in net
profit to Œ260 million ($381.6 mil-
lion) from Œ257 million a year ear-
lier, on sales of Œ6.74 billion.

Hebei Iron & Steel Group

Chinese regulators have condition-
ally approved a merger to create one
of the nation’s largest steel mills, part
of a push by thegovernment to consol-
idate its steel industry. Hebei Iron &
Steel Group’s three listed units—
Tangshan Iron & Steel Co., Handan
Iron & Steel Co. and Chengde Xinxin
Vanadium & Titanium Co.—said Tues-
day the China Securities Regulatory
Commission has conditionally ap-
proved their plan to merge. Under the
plan, Tangshan Iron will take over
Handan Iron and Chengde Xinxin Va-
nadium & Titanium, the companies
said earlier this year.

CORPORATE NEWS

Wipro Ltd.

Former SAP executive
will join Wipro board

Wipro Ltd. said Henning Kager-
mann, who retired as the chief execu-
tive of Germany’s SAP AG in May,
will join its board of directors Oct.
27. With Mr. Kagermann’s addition,
seven of the Indian software export-
er’s 11 directors will be independent,
Wipro said. Mr. Kagermann is the
president of the German Academy
of Science and Technology. He is
also a member of the supervisory
boards of Deutsche Bank AG, Mu-
nich Re, Deutsche Post in Germany
and Finland’s Nokia Corp.
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By Shira Ovide

Dow Jones & Co. said it plans to
close the Far Eastern Economic Re-
view, bringing down the curtain on
the 63-year-old magazine as the
company redirects resources to its
other news outlets in Asia.

Dow Jones previously cut the
staff and publishing schedule of the
Hong Kong-based magazine, which
has chronicled business and politics
in the region in the tumultuous de-
cades since World War II.

The company overhauled the Re-
view five years ago, transforming it
from a staff-written weekly to a

monthly with essays and analysis
from political, academic and busi-
ness experts. The move cut about 80
positions, or nearly all the maga-
zine’s staff.

The publication has struggled
with losses amid the proliferation of
global news outlets and the migra-
tion of readers to the Web. Dow
Jones said in a statement that the sit-
uation was unsustainable. The clo-
sure is planned for December.

Dow Jones said the Review’s re-
maining six editorial employees will
be offered positions elsewhere at
the company. Dow Jones is owned
by News Corp., which also publishes

The Wall Street Journal. Hugo Re-
stall, the Review’s editor since
2004, remains a member of the Jour-
nal’s editorial board.

The Review made its debut in
1946 as Asia emerged from the war,
and became one of the most aggres-
sive news organizations in the re-
gion. Its coverage made it the target
of lawsuits in places like Singapore,
where it was ultimately banned.

Until late 1986, Dow Jones
shared ownership of the Review
with the publisher of the South
China Morning Post, an English-lan-
guage newspaper based in Hong
Kong. Dow Jones took over full own-

ership in a deal with News Corp.,
which had acquired a controlling in-
terest in the Post. News Corp.
bought Dow Jones in 2007.

With the closure of the Review,
Dow Jones said it will focus its Asia
coverage in other publications, in-
cluding the Journal, its Chinese-lan-
guage Web site, a planned Japanese-
language Web site and new mobile
services.

Rupert Murdoch, News Corp.’s
chairman and chief executive, has
said India and other fast-growing
Asian nations are a growth opportu-
nity for the company’s entertain-
ment and news businesses.

By William M. Bulkeley

International Business Ma-
chines Corp. will try to sell a new
package of low-priced computer
desktop applications to companies
and governments in Africa, challeng-
ing Microsoft Corp. and other rivals
in the region.

IBM, which has been pushing
into developing markets like Africa
and Asia as mature markets slow,

said the package—which includes
basic programs like word process-
ing and email—would be made avail-
able to customers via remote “cloud
computing” facilities, meaning us-
ers could access the programs from
the Web. It would cost $10 per
month per user, and can run on so-
called netbook computers, or low-
cost PCs priced around $300.

IBM is working in collaboration
with London-based Canonical Ltd.,

which makes Linux software and
was started in South Africa.

The African market for informa-
tion technology is relatively small,
but unlike Europe and the U.S., it is
growing even in the recession. Mar-
ket researcher IDC predicts it will
rise 2.3% this year to $22.1 billion.

A number of vendors and non-
profit organizations are trying to
spread Web access and personal
computing in Africa, many focused

on free Linux products. But many
businesses and governments have
stuck with Microsoft, rather than
open-source systems like Linux, to
avoid risks of bugs and to feel safer
about service. Microsoft often pro-
vides financially attractive pack-
ages in developing economies and
has reached licensing agreements
with Libya, Egypt and other African
governments. Microsoft declined to
comment on the IBM plans.
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n ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN
www.alliancebernstein.com/investments Tel. +800 2263 8637
Am Blend Portfolio A US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 10.02 22.0 –13.9 –18.3

Am Blend Portfolio I US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 11.77 22.6 –13.3 –17.6
Am Growth A US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 29.10 27.1 –0.4 –8.7
Am Growth B US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 24.54 26.2 –1.4 –9.6
Am Growth I US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 32.18 27.8 0.3 –8.0
Am Income A US BD LUX 09/21 USD 8.34 21.3 11.6 4.9
Am Income A2 US BD LUX 09/21 USD 18.53 21.7 11.4 4.9
Am Income B US BD LUX 09/21 USD 8.34 20.6 10.6 4.1
Am Income B2 US BD LUX 09/21 USD 16.00 21.1 10.7 4.2
Am Income I US BD LUX 09/21 USD 8.34 21.8 12.3 5.6
Am Value A US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 8.18 13.5 –11.2 –17.9
Am Value B US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 7.55 12.5 –12.1 –18.7
Am Value I US EQ LUX 09/21 USD 8.78 14.0 –10.5 –17.2
Asian Technology A OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 14.48 65.5 17.9 –7.8
Asian Technology B OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 12.70 64.3 16.7 –8.7
Asian Technology I OT EQ LUX 09/21 USD 16.11 66.4 18.9 –7.1
Emg Mkts Debt A GL BD LUX 09/21 USD 15.41 39.7 20.2 7.2
Emg Mkts Debt A2 GL BD LUX 09/21 USD 19.55 40.4 20.4 7.2
Emg Mkts Debt B GL BD LUX 09/21 USD 15.41 38.9 19.1 6.1
Emg Mkts Debt B2 GL BD LUX 09/21 USD 18.88 39.4 19.2 6.1
Emg Mkts Debt I GL BD LUX 09/21 USD 15.41 40.2 20.9 7.7

Emg Mkts Growth A GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 31.08 55.1 –2.8 –15.4
Emg Mkts Growth B GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 26.41 54.0 –3.8 –16.3
Emg Mkts Growth I GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 34.37 55.9 –2.1 –14.8
Eur Growth A EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 6.80 22.1 –13.4 –19.9
Eur Growth B EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 6.13 21.1 –14.3 –20.7
Eur Growth I EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 7.40 22.7 –12.7 –19.3
Eur Income A EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 6.50 34.6 13.4 1.8
Eur Income A2 EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 12.45 35.2 13.4 1.8
Eur Income B EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 6.50 34.0 12.6 1.1
Eur Income B2 EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 11.61 34.5 12.6 1.1
Eur Income I EU BD LUX 09/21 EUR 6.50 35.0 14.0 2.4
Eur Strat Value A EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 8.35 20.0 –18.5 –25.9
Eur Strat Value I EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 8.53 20.7 –17.9 –25.2
Eur Value A EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 8.93 22.7 –13.8 –22.6
Eur Value B EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 8.24 21.7 –14.7 –23.4
Eur Value I EU EQ LUX 09/21 EUR 10.30 23.4 –13.1 –22.0
Gl Balanced (Euro) A EU BA LUX 09/21 USD 16.24 16.7 –8.7 –13.7
Gl Balanced (Euro) B EU BA LUX 09/21 USD 15.87 15.9 –9.6 –14.5
Gl Balanced (Euro) C EU BA LUX 09/21 USD 16.14 16.5 –8.9 –13.9
Gl Balanced (Euro) I EU BA LUX 09/21 USD 16.50 NS NS NS

Gl Balanced A US BA LUX 09/21 USD 16.02 20.5 –5.4 –12.3
Gl Balanced B US BA LUX 09/21 USD 15.28 19.7 –6.3 –13.1
Gl Balanced I US BA LUX 09/21 USD 16.58 21.1 –4.7 –11.7
Gl Bond A US BD LUX 09/21 USD 9.18 10.4 10.0 4.6
Gl Bond A2 US BD LUX 09/21 USD 15.72 10.6 9.9 4.5
Gl Bond B US BD LUX 09/21 USD 9.18 9.7 8.9 3.5
Gl Bond B2 US BD LUX 09/21 USD 13.81 9.9 8.9 3.5
Gl Bond I US BD LUX 09/21 USD 9.18 10.8 10.6 5.1
Gl Conservative A US BA LUX 09/21 USD 14.65 13.7 0.9 –4.9
Gl Conservative A2 US BA LUX 09/21 USD 16.57 13.6 0.9 –4.9
Gl Conservative B US BA LUX 09/21 USD 14.64 12.8 –0.1 –5.9
Gl Conservative B2 US BA LUX 09/21 USD 15.79 12.9 –0.1 –5.9
Gl Conservative I US BA LUX 09/21 USD 14.69 14.3 1.7 –4.2
Gl Eq Blend A GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 11.27 26.1 –16.9 –23.4
Gl Eq Blend B GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 10.61 25.3 –17.8 –24.2
Gl Eq Blend I GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 11.86 26.8 –16.3 –22.8
Gl Growth A GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 39.99 24.0 –18.4 –23.4
Gl Growth B GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 33.48 23.1 –19.2 –24.1
Gl Growth I GL EQ LUX 09/21 USD 44.31 24.7 –17.7 –22.8
Gl High Yield A US BD LUX 09/21 USD 4.17 50.4 11.5 1.3
Gl High Yield A2 US BD LUX 09/21 USD 8.71 51.2 11.1 1.2

Please turn to next page

NOTE: Changes in currency rates will affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
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Steelmakers sink China;
tech strength boosts Korea
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China rolls over bonds
State bank gets time
to absorb bad loans;
not the last extension?
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By Wei-Zhe Tan

And V. Phani Kumar

Steelmakers led stocks lower in
China as investors worried over ris-
ing inventory levels, but South Ko-
rea’s benchmark index closed at its
highest level since June 2008.

Elsewhere in Asia, investors
were cautious ahead of a meeting of

the U.S. Federal Re-
serve’s interest-
rate-setting com-
mittee on Tuesday
and Wednesday, as

well as the Pittsburgh meeting of
the Group of 20 industrialized and
developing nations late in the week.

China’s Shanghai Composite In-
dex dropped 2.3% to 2897.55.

Credit Suisse analysts said rising
inventory levels for base metals on
the London Metal Exchange re-
flected weaker demand from China.
“Moreover, increasing production is
also putting upward pressure on in-
ventories,” they said. “We think that
risks remain skewed to the down-
side as long as base metal invento-
ries are rising.”

Baoshan Iron & Steel closed
down 4.2% in Shanghai, while An-
gang Steel lost 4.8% in Shenzhen
but rose 0.7% in Hong Kong. Alumi-
num Corp. of China gave up 3.3% in

Shenzhen; the stock was unchanged
in Hong Kong.

Concern that new stock issuance
will siphon funds away from exist-
ing securities continued to weigh on
mainland Chinese stocks, after
Guoyuan Securities said it had re-
ceived approval to raise as much as
10 billion yuan ($1.46 billion)
through a public offering of new
shares. Guoyuan slumped 6.7% in
Shenzhen.

In Seoul, the Korea Composite
Stock Price Index, or Kospi, gained
1.4% to 1718.88. Technology shares
led the gains because of rising
prices for memory chips. Samsung
Electronics jumped 3.4% after Citi-
group raised its target for the
stock’s price in anticipation of
strong earnings growth. Hynix
Semiconductor climbed 2.8%.

In Hong Kong, the benchmark
Hang Seng Index rose 1.1% to
21701.14. China Mobile rose 2.4%,
helped by a strong addition in mo-
bile subscribers in August.

Singapore’s Straits Times Index
closed 1.4% higher. STX Pan Ocean
rose 8% after announcing a long-
term iron-ore shipping contract
with Brazil’s Vale S.A.

Markets in Japan, Malaysia and
Indonesia were closed for public
holidays.

China Cinda Asset Management was formed in 1999 to absorb China Construction Bank’s bad debt. Here, a CCB branch in Shanghai.
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SHANGHAI—A move by China to
roll over bonds issued to a state-run
bank suggested that a decade-old ef-
fort to get rid of banks’ bad loans is
starting to pose problems.

The Ministry of Finance has al-
lowed China Cinda Asset Manage-
ment Corp. to extend the maturity
of a 10-year 247 billion yuan ($36.17
billion) bond it sold to China Con-
struction Bank by another decade,
the bank said Tuesday.

The bonds, whose original matu-
rity expired Monday, will continue
to be backed by the ministry and
carry the same interest rate of
2.25%, the bank said.

The move gives Cinda a respite,
and similar extensions could be
given to the three other asset-man-
agement companies that were
formed in 1999 to absorb bad loans
from China’s Big Four banks, ana-
lysts said.

“The MOF’s move highlighted
the difficulties the state-run asset-
management companies have faced,
as the bad assets offloaded by the
state banks couldn’t generate
enough cash flow to cover the pay-
ments for the bonds,” said Guo
Tianyong, a senior professor at
Beijing’s Central University of Fi-
nance and Economics.

In 1999 and 2000, the four asset-
management firms bought about 1.4
trillion yuan of bad assets at face
value and issued bonds to the banks
in exchange.

However, in auctioning off the
bad assets, the asset-management
companies have recovered only
about 20%, making it nearly impossi-
ble for them to repay the banks
when the bonds mature. The asset-
management companies had dis-
posed of a combined 1.2 trillion
yuan of bad assets by the end of
2006, from which they recovered
211 billion yuan in cash.

Mr. Guo said it would be unrea-
sonable to require the Ministry of Fi-
nance to help the asset-manage-
ment firms repay the banks at this
point, as it would put too heavy a
burden on the country’s fiscal posi-
tion.

Analysts said rolling over the
bonds may be the best way to solve
the payment problem for now, be-
cause it could help shield banks
from the risk of a default on the
bonds. The 247 billion yuan of bonds
accounted for 3% of China Construc-
tion Bank’s 9.11 trillion yuan in total
assets as of June 30, according to
the lender’s interim results.

Sherry Lin, an analyst at Credit
Suisse, said while the ministry’s ar-
rangement with China Construction
Bank doesn’t completely remove the
credit risk of these bonds, “it does in-
dicate that the default risk is nil at
least in the foreseeable future.”

Analysts said the government
will have to pay the bill for the 1999
bank bailout at some point.

“In my view, the MOF’s move is
just a way to buy time as it still
needs to figure out a plan for how to
restructure these AMCs,” said Zhao
Xijun, a senior professor at the Ren-
min University of China in Beijing.

“Beijing might introduce new
shareholders for the AMCs or let the
state-run banks buy a stake in these
companies. Either way, China’s gov-
ernment will have to cough up the li-
on’s share of the cash needed to re-
structure these AMCs,” he said.

Each asset-management com-
pany was paired with a bank. Hua-
rong Asset Management Corp. was
set up to clear Industrial & Commer-
cial Bank of China Ltd.’s bad debts,
Orient Asset Management Corp.
was assigned Bank of China Ltd.,
and Great Wall Asset Management
Corp. was paired with Agricultural
Bank of China Ltd.

ICBC holds 313 billion yuan
worth of the bonds, which mature in
2010 and 2011, and Bank of China
holds 160 billion yuan worth of the
bonds that mature next year. Great
Wall acquired at least 345 billion
yuan of bad assets from Agricultural
Bank of China with funds from the
central bank.

Officials at Huarong and Orient
said they are still discussing the
debt with the Ministry of Finance
and have yet to make a decision on
the matter. Officials at Great Wall
weren’t immediately available for
comment.  —Rose Yu
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Poll has bright spots, warning for Obama
Erosion of support for health revamp slows, but concern is cited over Afghanistan; independents disapprove overall

Virologist’s charge Russia is hiding swine flu creates storm

Americans on President Obama, health care and Afghanistan
Mixed ratings for the president… More open to health-care reform… Division over Afghanistan

Do you generally approve or 
disapprove of the job that Barack 
Obama is doing in handling…

From what you have heard about 
Barack Obama's health care plan, do 
you think his plan is a good idea or a 
bad idea?  

Would you strongly support, 
somewhat support, somewhat 
oppose, or strongly oppose increasing 
troop levels in Afghanistan?

Source: NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll of 1,005 adults, conducted Sept. 17–20; margin of error for Obama approval and Afghanistan responses: 4.4 percentage 
points and for health-care responses: 3.1 percentage points 
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ECONOMY & POLITICS

By Jonathan Weisman

U.S. President Barack Obama
faces significant doubts from the
American public about the war in Af-
ghanistan and his handling of foreign
policy more broadly, according to a
Wall Street Journal/NBC News poll.
At the same time, the president has
shored up eroding support for his top
domestic priority, with the survey
showing he has arrested the slide in
support for his health-care plan.

The poll of more than 1,000
adults, taken within the past week,
shows growing optimism that the
economy has begun to turn around.
And the president’s overall approval
rating has held steady at 51% since
August, as his message on health
care has clearly begun to penetrate.

But the survey also has some
strong warnings for Mr. Obama.

For the first time, independent
voters—who delivered Mr. Obama
the White House and Democrats con-
trol of the Congress—disapprove of
the job he is doing, 46% to the 41%
who approve. In July, 49% of inde-
pendents approved of the president,
against 38% who disapproved.

New doubts about the president
havecoincidedwithnewhopesforRe-
publicans, who appeared flattened
by the election nearly a year ago.

As the 2010 election cycle heats
up, independent voters now favor
Republican control of Congress by
four percentage points.

“For a party walloped two cycles
in a row with independents, I think
those are very important stories,”
said William McInturff, a partner at
the Republican polling firm Public
OpinionStrategies,who conducts the
Wall Street Journal/NBC News poll
with Democratic pollster Peter Hart.

As Mr. Obama ramps up his focus
on diplomacy this week—at the
United Nations General Assembly in
New York and then hosting a sum-
mit of world leaders in Pittsburgh—
the percentage of Americans who ap-
prove of the job Mr. Obama is doing
on foreign policy has dropped to
50% from 57% in July.

Americans are pessimistic about
the prospects of victory in Afghani-
stan; 59% say they are feeling less
confident that the war will come to a

successful conclusion. And 51% say
they would oppose sending more
troops to the conflict.

“No matter what we do, it’s not
going to be the right thing,” said
Rick Culotta, a 46-year-old Republi-
can in Metairie, La., who responded
to the poll.

On the economy, Americans
aren’t euphoric, but the mood is
clearly improving. Nearly one-quar-
ter of the poll’s respondents said
they feel satisfied with the state of
the economy. which marks a
10-point jump from July. Thirty-five
percent of the country now believes
the economy has pretty much hit
bottom, compared with 27% who
thought so in July.

Mr. Hart, the Democratic poll-
ster, said Americans don’t so much
think the economy has turned
around as they believe their for-
tunes “are less bad than they were.”

Rising optimism about the econ-
omy generally helps a sitting presi-
dent. But the poll shows some ambiv-
alence about Mr. Obama’s economic
prescriptions. By a wide mar-
gin—45% to 34%—Americans said
his economic-stimulus plan was a
bad idea, though by 46% to 43%,
they say without it, the recession
would have been worse. Even

though the economy has improved,
ratings for the stimulus plan
haven’t, suggesting attitudes about
the program may be fixed.

In February, as the president was
pressing for his stimulus plan, 51%
of Americans said the government
should do more to solve problems
and meet the needs of people. Just
40% said the government was doing
too many things better left to busi-
nesses and individuals.

This month, 49% said govern-
ment is doing too much, while 45%
said government should be doing
more.

“The government is just too, too
big,” said Gene Garcia, 68 years old,
a Democrat and Obama voter in Ar-
vada, Colo. “Some things they have
to leave to the states.”

Meanwhile, the intensifying de-
bate in Washington over how to han-
dle Afghanistan mirrors divisions in
the country at large. Almost half the
country, 49%, sees the war in Af-
ghanistan as somewhat or very un-
successful; 46% see success, but
only 8% see it as very successful.

Even when reminded of the na-
tion’s potential vulnerability in los-
ing the war started to rout al Qaeda,
a plurality was unmoved; 45% said
they were most concerned that the

nation would invest lives and re-
sources into the war with little to
show for it; 44% said they were
more concerned that the nation
wouldn’t do enough to confront al
Qaeda and the Taliban and would be
more vulnerable because of it.

A Taliban victory “means they
could set up bases and launch new at-
tacks,” said Jay Vosburgh, 53, an in-
dependent voter from Plano, Texas,
who voted for Republican John
McCain and is now favorable to Mr.
Obama. But he has still had enough.
“They’re trying to fight al Qaeda,
but it’s probably gone on too long.”

At the same time, only 38% favor
an immediate and orderly with-
drawal from Afghanistan, while 55%
oppose a pullout. That is reminis-
cent of the public-opinion stalemate
that faced lawmakers on Iraq when
that war began going poorly.

On the key issue of health care, a
revitalized effort by Mr. Obama to
drive home his message appears to
be having an impact. As a priority
for the federal government, job cre-
ation and economic growth are still
on top, with 30% saying those
should be the primary task of Wash-
ington. But that is down from 38% in
July. Meanwhile, health care has
jumped to the top priority of 21% of

Americans, from 14%.
“It’s broke. We need to fix it,” Wil-

liam B. Cole, a 66-year-old retiree in
New Castle, Va., said of the health-
care system. He said Mr. Obama’s
speech reinforced his support.

Last month, 47% disapproved of
the president’s handling of health
care, versus 41% who approved.
Now, those numbers are about even,
with 45% approving and 46% disap-
proving. More people still believe
the president’s health-care plan is a
bad idea than a good one, 41% to
39%. In July and August, 42% said it
was a bad idea while 36% thought it
was a good idea.

But 45% said it would be better to
pass the plan than stick to the status
quo; 39% favor keeping the current
health system.

The president’s effort to reas-
sure Americans that his plan
wouldn’t harm them appears to be
working; 53% say Mr. Obama’s
health plan will either not affect the
quality of their health care or will im-
prove it. Only 36% said quality
would get worse. In August, 40%
said quality would get worse.

The improvement is relatively
modest, Mr. McInturff said, espe-
cially given the president’s barn-
storming the nation, his address to
Congress two weeks ago and his me-
dia blitz. “A president cannot do
much more than that,” he said.

Democrats, meanwhile, retain a
politicaladvantage over the Republi-
cans.Nearlya yearafterhandingcon-
trol of Washington to Democrats,
Americans still like the majority
party better than the opposition:
41% feel positively about Democrats
and 28% feel positively toward Re-
publicans, largely unchanged since
July.

But the poll has some encourag-
ing results for Republicans a little
more than a year before the mid-
term elections. Republicans have
gotten closer to the Democrats as
the party that Americans want to
see in control of Congress after the
November 2010 elections, 40% to
43%. In July, Democrats held a seven-
point edge, 46% to 39%.
 —Nomaan Merchant and

T.W. Farnam contributed
to this article.

By Gregory L. White

MOSCOW—A top Russian virolo-
gist’s charge that health authorities
are drastically understating the
number of cases of swine flu—a
claim that senior health officials
fiercely rejected—has raised ques-
tions about Russia’s claims to be rel-
atively unaffected by the pandemic.

The controversy started late Sun-
day, when state television carried
an interview with Dmitry Lvov,
head of the government’s Institute
of Virology, who reported what he
said was Russia’s first death from
H1N1 influenza, saying his institute
had tested a sample from the vic-
tim.

Dr. Lvov, one of the country’s
most prominent health specialists,
also said there were “tens of thou-
sands” of H1N1 cases in Russia, far
more than the 381 the government
officially reports.

Top officials have strongly re-
jected both claims. Public-health
chief Gennady Onishchenko ac-
cused Dr. Lvov of an “informational
terrorist act,” according to the offi-
cial ITAR-Tass news agency. Author-
ities published detailed informa-
tion about the death Dr. Lvov re-
ferred to, arguing that the patient
died of pneumonia and other under-
lying health conditions, not H1N1.

But the storm has continued, as
Dr. Lvov has stuck by his charges
and other specialists too have cast
doubt on the official figures.

A doctor answering a swine-flu
hotline at the state-run Influenza In-
stitute in St. Petersburg this week
said, “There have been lethal cases
of this flu in Russia. It couldn’t be
otherwise; we’re not isolated from
the world.” Officially, Russia is one
of the few countries left in the
world without a single H1N1 death.

The debate has caused an un-

usual split in the state media, which
typically work in lock-step. Dr.
Lvov’s comments came in a prime-
time exposé on the national Rossiya
channel that called into question
the government’s readiness to deal
with the pandemic. Tuesday, the of-
ficial newspaper, Rossiiskaya
Gazeta, took the opposite tack, car-
rying the Health Ministry’s denial.

Public suspicion about official
transparency of health risks runs
deep in Russia, where the former So-
viet government frequently cov-
ered up major outbreaks. Polls
show deep dissatisfaction with the
underfunded state-run health sys-
tem. Poor medical care is cited by in-
ternational health organizations as
a major reason why life expectancy
in Russia lags behind levels in West-
ern countries.

In his TV interview, Dr. Lvov ac-
cused Dr. Onishchenko’s agency of
trying to cover up the scale of the

outbreak to conceal the failure of
their efforts to keep it out of Russia.
Dr. Onishchenko rejected those alle-
gations.

In its H1N1-control efforts, Rus-
sia has emphasized limiting expo-
sure, measuring the temperatures
of airline passengers coming from
infected countries and quarantin-
ing the sick.

Dr. Onishchenko also has called
on Russians not to travel to coun-
tries with major outbreaks, includ-
ing the U.S. and U.K. Earlier this
year, his agency banned some pork
imports to combat the flu, even
though the virus isn’t carried by
meat. The agency reports daily on
the number of airline passengers
checked for fever.

Critics have charged that those
measures are bound to fail, given
the broad spread of the virus, and
called for more steps to control do-
mestic transmission and to prepare

to treat the sick, such as expanding
testing and intensive-care facili-
ties.

“There’s no utility in attempting
to stop an influenza virus at the bor-
der,” said Michael Osterholm, a pan-
demic flu expert who is director of
the Center for Infectious Disease Re-
search and Policy at the University
of Minnesota. “It’s like trying to
keep a submarine intact with screen
doors.”

Russian officials say they are
testing a vaccine and expect to have
about 40 million doses by the end of
the year, enough to cover about 30%
of the population. The Health Minis-
try this week also reported that lo-
cally developed antiviral drugs
were more effective, cheaper and
safer than foreign ones such as Tam-
iflu and that production would be
ramped up in the coming months.
 —Olga Padorina and Betsy McKay

contributed to this article.
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By Sarah N. Lynch

WASHINGTON—The head of the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Com-
mission on Tuesday argued for ex-
panding her agency’s authority over
credit-default swaps, telling law-
makers the Obama administration’s
regulatory proposal for over-the-
counter derivatives may create criti-
cal regulatory gaps.

In her first public assessment
of the administration’s 115-page
bill for over-the-counter
derivatives, SEC Chair-
man Mary Schapiro raised
concerns about how the
bill divides authority be-
tween the SEC and the
Commodity Futures Trad-
ing Commission over
some products, and urged
lawmakers to consider
strengthening the SEC’s
antifraud authority over
securities-linked swaps.

“While it would go a
long way towards improving the reg-
ulation of over-the-counter deriva-
tives, I believe it should be strength-
ened in several ways,” Ms. Schapiro
testified before the House Agricul-
ture Committee, which has author-
ity over the CFTC and will play a cru-
cial role in developing new deriva-
tives regulations.

Ms. Schapiro testified with Gary
Gensler, who chairs the CFTC. Both
agencies are poised to receive new
powers from Congress to regulate

over-the-counter products, with
the SEC policing securities-based
swaps and the CFTC overseeing
other swaps tied to things like en-
ergy, agricultural products and in-
terest rates.

The administration’s bill would
extend the CFTC’s power over
swaps tied to broad-based indexes
and give the SEC power over swaps
tied to narrowly based indexes and
single securities.

That would effectively give the
CFTC power over credit-de-
fault swaps if they are tied
to broad-based indexes.

Ms. Schapiro raised con-
cerns about this idea, say-
ing the definition of “securi-
ties-based swap” should be
clarified because payouts
from broad-based credit-
default swaps can still be
triggered by the default of
a single security or smaller
group of securities in-
cluded in the index.

Mr. Gensler first outlined his sug-
gestions for beefing up the Obama
administration’s draft bill last
month. In a letter to lawmakers, he
said the CFTC still believes the bill
may create regulatory loopholes.

Among his concerns is the fact
that the bill would exclude regula-
tion of foreign-exchange swaps and
foreign-exchange forward con-
tracts. “We want to make sure we
cover the entire marketplace,” Mr.
Gensler told lawmakers Tuesday.

EU study finds banks charge
hidden fees, give bad advice

SEC calls for bigger role
in regulation of swaps

Europe’s worst improve
Despite positive signs,
Iceland, Hungary,
Latvia still fragile

Mary Schapiro

By Clare Connaghan

LONDON — The economies of Ice-
land, Hungary and Latvia are show-
ing signs of improvement, but re-
main fragile, Moody’s Investors Ser-
vice Inc. said.

Moody’s said it is too early to call
a recovery, and warned that it isn’t
clear whether recent improvement
are sustainable.

“These three countries are the
only ones whose government rat-
ings have experienced multiple
downgrades over the past two
years,” says Kenneth Orchard, vice
president in Moody’s sovereign-
risk group. The ratings of these
countries still carry negative out-
looks, signaling the possibility of
further downgrades in the next 12
to 18 months.

Much of the improvement can be
attributed to external factors, the re-
port said, with the slightly better
performance of the 16-country euro
zone providing a welcome boost.

“The domestic sides of the econo-
mies remain weak as households and
corporates struggle with elevated
debt levels, the aftermath of housing
bubbles in thecases of Latvia and Ice-
land, and weak banking sectors that
are unable or unwilling to extend
credit,” the report said.

Future cuts in public-sector em-
ployment may hurt confidence,
which may lead to renewed weak-
ness in domestic consumption and
investment, Moody’s said.

Hungary, Latvia and Iceland have
all turned to the International Mone-
tary Fund for help in coping with the
global financial crisis.

The most recent output data
from Latvia showed the economy
was still contracting in the second
quarter. Revised figures for Latvia’s

gross domestic product in the sec-
ond quarter showed the economy
contracted by 18.7% compared with
the year-earlier period, and against
a flash estimate of 19.6% in August.
The economy slumped 18% in the
first quarter.

Iceland saw further economic
downturn in the second quarter,
but the rate of decline slowed. The
island’s gross domestic product
fell 2% on a seasonally adjusted
quarterly basis and was down 3.1%
from a year earlier in the quarter,
versus a first-quarter GDP drop of
3.6% on a quarterly basis and 3.9%
from a year ago.

Hungary is undergoing its deep-

est economic contraction for nearly
two decades. Industrial output fell
19.6% from a year earlier in July but
was still higher than readings of
more than 25% declines in the previ-
ous months. Industrial output even
rose from the previous months in
May and June.

“These developments have also
been mirrored in the countries’ fi-
nancial markets, suggesting that
negative pressure may be dimin-
ishing—hence the characteriza-
tion of the state of these coun-
tries’ economies as undergoing a
fragile stabilization,’” the rating
agency said.

The Hungarian forint is still
markedly weaker now than it was
before the global financial down-
turn took hold, but it has held rela-
tively steady since late June, and it
has strengthened a good deal since
it hit its low point in March this
year. The euro now trades at
around 271 forints, nearly 15% be-
low its peak in March.

In another encouraging sign,
Latvia is preparing to auction trea-
sury bills after a failed debt auction
in June sparked fears the economy
could collapse.

“True upturns in the data, as op-
posed to a stabilization or a modera-
tion in the rate of decline, are still
limited,” said Dietmar Hornung,
vice president in Moody’s sovereign-
risk group.
 —Katie Martin in London,

Joel Sherwood in Stockholm
and Margit Feher in Budapest

contributed to this article.
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By Matthew Dalton

BRUSSELS—Banks across the
European Union slap customers
with hidden fees, offer financial ad-
vice that can turn out to be harmful
and provide inadequate informa-
tion to consumers before they sign
up for accounts, according to a re-
port released Tuesday by the Euro-
pean Commission.

Commission officials said the re-
port shows why retail banks are
among the least popular industries
in Europe, according to repeated
surveys. The officials said Euro-
pean authorities need to improve
enforcement of consumer-protec-
tion rules.

“Banks need to put their house
in order with a culture change in
the way they treat customers. And
member state authorities need to
fulfill their obligation to enforce
E.U. consumer laws,” Meglena
Kuneva, the E.U.’s consumer affairs
commissioner, said in a statement.

The cost of bank accounts varies
across the E.U., from an annual aver-
age of Œ253 ($371) in Italy to Œ27 in
Bulgaria, the report said. Retail ac-
counts were by far the most expen-
sive in Italy and Spain, with Latvia,
France, Austria and Finland also
ranking among the most expensive
banking countries.

A spokesman for the European
Savings Banks Group, the main
E.U. retail bank lobby, said bank-
ing costs across countries aren’t
comparable.

“It’s difficult to state a common
standard for all 27 countries in the
European Union,” said spokesman
Dirk Smet.

The U.K. ranked 17th in the E.U.,
with an average cost per account of
Œ103. Most charges in the U.K. are
low except for account charges,
which include fees associated with
opening or closing an account,
overdrafts and penalties for insuffi-
cient funds.

Bulgaria has the E.U.’s least ex-
pensive bank accounts, with the
Netherlands, Belgium and Portugal
following close behind.

Countries with less transparent
bank fees tended to have higher
banking costs, the commission
said. For example, more than 90%
of Italian banks had to be contacted
a second time by the commission in
its survey to give more information
or clarify details on their Web sites.

The commission’s report also
found that financial advisers at re-
tail banks frequently gave their
customers misleading or harmful
advice. German consumers sold
long-term investments too early
because of poor advice, costing
them Œ20 billion to Œ30 billion in
annual losses, the commission
said.

Compensation arrangements
that pay advisers fees for selling fi-
nancial products, regardless of
how the investments perform, may
be to blame, the commission said.

Malcolm Harbour, a U.K. mem-
ber of the European Conservatives
and Reformists party in the Euro-
pean Parliament, said the E.U.
should be cautious in imposing
strict new rules on beleaguered
banks.

“The European Commission is
edging towards taking action, which
I hope can be avoided,” he said.

All three nations have
sought help from the
International
Monetary Fund.
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